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PORSCHE 718 BOXSTER S

Change is hard, especially when it hits one of 

the most beloved cars of the past 20 years. 

Does the Boxster, now with a turbo four,  

still deliver unforgettable moments?  

BY JASON H. HARPER

48
PORTFOLIO

THE SPECIALISTS

Performance cars are evolving into more 

complex machines, but fine-tuning at 

carmakers still requires a deft human touch. 

Profiles of nine development drivers.

BY MARK SCHIRMER

34
THE ADVENTURE

RETRO-GRADE

The Geländewagen and Ural sidecar—both 

suited for rugged military duty—are now 

deployed as upscale shopping carts and 

hipster road-trip rigs. We reset the mission.

BY SAM SMITH

COVER PHOTOGRAPH BY DW BURNETT
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©2016 INFINITI.

Introducing the first-ever INFINITI QX30 crossover. With sleek lines and 
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A Ford GT at Le Mans last summer, on its way to the company’s first win there in half a century.

PHOTOGRAPH BY JAMEY PRICE | NIKON D4S, 500MM f/4 LENS, ISO 250, 1/250 SEC @ f/6.3

M O T O R S P O R T  |  B E S T  O F  2 0 1 6

Desert sand or banked oval, Eau Rouge or the Corkscrew, a rainy Welsh forest or buzzing  

Asian metropolis. Wherever men and women climb into cars to do battle, drama and thrills ensue.

Twenty sixteen had plenty of each. There were surprises and shattered records,  

heartbreak, titles won and lost by inches. New champions were crowned, and legends said goodbye.  

Here’s a look back at some of the year’s best moments—a peek at why motorsport,  

in all its colors, remains one of the best things on earth.   

R O A D A N D T R A C K . C O M   F E B R UA R Y 2 0 1 78
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R E I G N E D  O U T

The scrutiny and financial pressure 
of the dieselgate scandal prompted 
the Volkswagen Group to shutter 
two of racing’s most successful 
programs: Last fall, Audi (above) 
announced the end of its 24 Hours 
of Le Mans and other World 
Endurance Championship efforts, 
and VW withdrew from the World 
Rally Championship. In 18 seasons 
at la Sarthe, Audi won 13 times. 
VW’s modern WRC run (right) 
spanned four seasons; the brand won 
four titles and 43 of 52 rallies. 

PHOTOGRAPH BY FERDI KRÄLING

CANON EOS-1D X, 24–70MM f/2.8 LENS  

@ 50MM, ISO 400, 1/30 SEC @ f/6.3

PHOTOGRAPH BY SEAN GARDNER

CANON EOS-1D X, 16–35MM f/2.8 LENS  

@ 33MM, ISO 1000, 1/500 SEC @ f/2.8 A
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Radar Locator
Tracks one or more 

radars at the same 

time; points to each.

Ahead

Beside

Behind

time; points to each.

Radar Locator
Tracks one or more 

radars at the same 

time; points to each.

Tracks one or more Tracks one or more 

radars at the same 

time; points to each.time; points to each.

Control Knob
Turns On/Off, adjust 

volume, press to mute.

Control Knob

Radar Strength
More LEDs glow as radar 

strengthens.

Radar Strength

Rear Antenna
Scans behind for radar.

Rear Antenna

Bogey Counter
Tells how many:

Radar hiding within a 

false alarm? Two radars 

working the same road?

Reads instantly.

Bogey Counter

false alarm? Two radars 

working the same road?

Bill P., Phoenix, AZ

Where’s the radar? An arrow lights 
up, pointing either Ahead, to the 
side, or Behind. And, amazingly, 
it’s never wrong. 

Arnie R., Atlanta, GA 

So easy to operate, a box with one 
knob. No need to poke around at 
full-arm’s reach for little buttons the 
size of rice grains.

Glenna R., Dallas, TX 

Love the arrows! Where’s the 
radar? They tell me every time. 
A detector without the arrows is 
like a car without headlights.

Chas S., Charlotte, NC

Situation Awareness you can trust.
With the Radar Locator arrowing 
toward threats, and the Bogey 
Counter telling how many threats 
you face, V1 makes defense easy.

Cal L., Trenton, NJ 

I’ve owned my V1 since 2001, and 
I’ve had it upgraded twice. I trust 
the arrows to point out every radar 
trap. When I know where, I know 
how to defend.

Ed H., Las Vegas, NV

How can anyone not be smitten by 
the Arrows? Radar ahead needs a 
different defense than radar behind. 
When I know where, I know what 
to do. When I put the threat behind 
me, the arrows confi rm it. Without 
the arrows, you’re guessing.

Rob R., Sacramento, CA

This is the slam dunk best radar 
detector. No databases to keep 
updating, or other “features” I’ll 
never use. Instead V1 tells me the 
important stuff—the Bogey Counter 
tells you how many threats within 
range and the red arrows tell where 
they are. 

Harold B., Houston, TX 

 On my way home this afternoon I was 
following another detector user. I could see 
red blinking in his windshield as we went 
past the fi rst radar. Thinking the danger was 
behind, Mr. Ordinary Detector User hit the gas.

Uh-Oh. V1’s Radar Locator was showing two 
arrows, one pointing toward the trap now 
behind, and a second arrow ahead. The “2” 
on the Bogey Counter confi rmed we were 
being double teamed. 

 Sure enough, Mr. O. D. User cruised into the 
second trap up the hill at 15 over and got 
himself a blue-light special.

V1 points to every trap. I trust it completely.

What owners say about V1...

Trust ...V1 earns it 
one ambush at a time.

they are. 

Mike Valentine
Radar Fanatic

Valentine Research, Inc.

Department No. YA27

10280 Alliance Road

Cincinnati, Ohio 45242

Ph 513-984-8900

Fx  513-984-8976
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Call toll-free 1-800-331-3030
�  Valentine One Radar Locator with Laser Detection - $399

�  Carrying Case - $29      �  Concealed Display - $39

�  SAVVY® - $69      �  V1connection™ - $49      �  V1connection™ LE - $49

Plus Shipping  /  Ohio residents add sales tax

30-Day Money-Back Guarantee
Valentine One is a registered trademark of Valentine Research, Inc.                                           

www.valentine1.com
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A M E R I C A N  P R I D E

Alexander Rossi was born in California but spent most of the past decade in Europe, driving against the world’s best.  
After unsuccessfully chasing a full-time F1 seat, he came to IndyCar in 2016 a relative unknown, signing with Andretti Autosport.  

Despite having never raced on large ovals, Rossi won the Indianapolis 500 and took rookie of the year honors.  
The world raised an eyebrow, but we always knew—we put him on the cover four years ago. Go get ’em, kid.

PHOTOGRAPH BY CHRIS GRAYTHEN | CANON EOS-1D X, 70–200MM f/2.8 LENS @ 155MM, ISO 400, 1/6400 SEC @ f/2.8
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Impreza. Well-equipped at $18,395.**

Subaru and Impreza are registered trademarks. *EPA-estimated hwy fuel economy for 2017 Subaru Impreza CVT non-Sport sedan models. 2017 Subaru Impreza CVT Sport sedan shown is 
rated at 36 mpg hwy. Actual mileage may vary. †Activation with subscription required. Includes one-year trial subscription to Safety Plus connected service. See your retailer for details. **MSRP 
excludes destination and delivery charges, tax, title, and registration fees. Retailer sets actual price. Certain equipment may be required in specific states, which can modify your MSRP. See your 
retailer for details. 2017 Subaru Impreza 2.0i Sport sedan shown has an MSRP of $24,145.

Impreza.® 

More than a car, 
it’s a Subaru.

Introducing the all-new 2017 Subaru Impreza. With road-gripping standard 

Symmetrical All-Wheel Drive, up to 38 mpg,* and available SUBARU STARLINK™ Safety 

and Security with Automatic Collision Notification,† it can handle even the most adverse 

conditions with ease. Love. It’s what makes a Subaru, a Subaru.



A  W I N N I N G  F O R M U L A

The Mercedes AMG Petronas team (opposite), led by drivers Nico Rosberg (left) and Lewis Hamilton (right),  
dominated Formula 1 in 2016. The duo combined to win 18 of the season’s first 20 races, setting the stage for a drivers’ championship 

battle in the Abu Dhabi season finale. Points leader Rosberg needed a podium finish to clinch the title over Hamilton.  
Leading in the closing stages of the race, Hamilton slowed his pace in a controversial attempt to back Rosberg into the pack  

and bump him off the podium. Rosberg held on to finish second and earn his maiden drivers’ crown.

The only race of the season without a Mercedes driver on the podium was the Spanish Grand Prix,  
where Red Bull Racing’s 18-year-old phenom Max Verstappen (above) became the youngest grand prix winner in history.  

PHOTOGRAPH BY DAN ISTITENE/GETTY IMAGES | CANON EOS-1D X, 70–200MM f/2.8 LENS @ 190MM, ISO 50, 1/40 SEC @ f/11.0 (ABOVE) 
PHOTOGRAPH BY DARREN HEATH | CANON EOS-1D X, 100MM f/2.8 MACRO LENS, ISO 1250, 1/1600 SEC @ f/2.8 (RIGHT)
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Acura · Audi · BMW · Buick · Cadillac · Chevrolet · Chrysler · Dodge · Ferrari · Ford · GMC · Honda · Hummer · Hyundai · Infiniti 
Isuzu · Jeep · Kia · Land Rover · Lexus · Lincoln · Maserati · Mazda · Mercedes-Benz · Mercury · Mini · Mitsubishi · Nissan 
Oldsmobile ·  Plymouth · Pontiac · Porsche · Saab · Saturn · Scion · Subaru · Suzuki · Toyota · Volkswagen · Volvo · and more!

Accessories Available for 

Automotive Accessories

SPORTS CAR RACING

DONE RIGHT!



Order Now: 800-441-6287
Canadian Customers
WeatherTech.ca

American Customers
WeatherTech.com

European Customers
WeatherTechEurope.com

© 2016 by MacNeil IP LLC

At WeatherTech®, we take

endurance racing as seriously as 

we take automotive accessories.



THE V-8 SONG STIRS UP MEMORIES. THE 911 R STIRS UP ENVY.

Congratulations to Jack Baruth for his 

fine writing about the singular essence, 

character, and sound of V-8s. Those 

simple but brilliantly designed engines 

have made some good cars exceptionally 

great. The Shelby Cobra comes to mind, 

along with the first Pontiac GTOs, V-8 

Corvettes, Mustangs, and those with 

big-block Hemis from Chrysler/Dodge. 

There is no sound so musical to the car 

enthusiast’s ear as a well-tuned V-8 under 

acceleration. These engines will always 

hold a special place in car lovers’ hearts.

VERN SOUTHARD

FORT MYERS, FLORIDA

Hard to believe the V-8 is dying.

JAMES WAYNE MIDDLETON

BARTLESVILLE, OKLAHOMA

May the V-8 live forever.

MIKE COOPER

GARRETTSVILLE, OHIO

ON THE MONEY 

Great article on the current family 

of 911s [“Shining Stars”]. But when 

Porsche builds a car for normal people, 

like one that competes with the Miata, 

it will have really accomplished 

something.

FRITZ GROSZKRUGER

DUMONT, IOWA

I deeply appreciate David Zenlea 

going out of his way to declare that 

convertibles can be more engaging 

sports cars than hardtops [911 Carrera 

S Cabriolet]. There’s a reason the British 

built dozens of roadsters despite weather 

sadder than Seattle’s. Keep fighting for 

the underdogs, David.

TY FARKAS

DAVIS, CALIFORNIA

When I was a young boy in the Sixties, I 

wanted a Porsche 911 so badly. However, 

the $6500 price was way over a preteen’s 

allowance. Not to worry, I thought. 

When I reach my father’s age, I’ll easily 

be able to buy one. But somehow, I’m 

now my grandfather’s age and I still 

can’t afford one. Wait . . . the 401(k)!

STEVEN NANTON

SPRINGFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS

A CLOSED CLUB 

Porsche claims it listened to enthusiasts 

and purists by building the 911 R, a high-

performance road car with a manual 

gearbox [“Pure and Simple”]. Yet, at the 

same time, we cannot purchase one. But 

who knows what the next model year 

will bring. Porsche might actually top 

the 911 R. I can only hope that when it 

does, we enthusiasts can get our hands 

on some and not again be left standing 

without a chair when the music stops.

SCOTT C. KERR

BUTLER, PENNSYLVANIA

I spec’d out a 911 R online and was told 

the vehicle is no longer available. It’s a 

real problem when an individual goes to 

a place of business to buy a product and 

can’t get in the line.

KEN MILLER

WAVERLY, PENNSYLVANIA

ALFA AFFECTION 

FCA global head of design Ralph Gilles 

was spot-on in his references to the 

well-integrated vehicle, one “made with 

passion” [“Alfa’s Next Chapter”]. If Alfa, 

with the Giulia, can come anywhere 

close to the integration, passion, and 

driving experience (it has already nailed 

the design) of my 1969 GTV, it’ll have a 

winner, and I’ll have one in my garage.

MIKE FLEMING

SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS

NUMBER ONE FOR 21? 

Reading the Road Test Summary: 

Porsche Edition, I can see why the 

Your October article on the V-8, “The Sound of Violins,” was just 
wonderful. I was overcome by the sounds of engines, their headers 
bringing beautiful music to my brain. The race engine at idle, with 
its raw power just waiting to come on full song and bring ruin upon 
my hearing in a most lovely fashion. I, too, care not if a V-6 puts out 
650 hp; it still does not raise goose bumps like a V-8 at 8000 rpm.

LARRY SMITH, MERCED, CALIFORNIA

Dear R&T,
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F
OR THOSE OF US WHO DRIVE and dream about the latest go-fast 

machines, it’s all too easy to think we know everything about what 

makes enthusiasts tick. Performance, for sure. Emotional con-

nection, absolutely. Technological achievement, that too. Stirring 

design, yes please. Plus, ridge-running road trips in a pimped-out 

four-by-four and three-wheeled motorcycle.

Hold on. What?

Blame that last one on editor-at-large Sam Smith, who came up with the 

idea of pairing a Mercedes-AMG G65 with a Ural motorcycle (and sidecar) for 

a volcano-chasing romp through the Pacific Northwest’s Cascade Range (see 

“Jurassic World,” page 34). While neither come immediately to mind as typi-

cal “enthusiast” vehicles, our backcountry odyssey reminded us once again that  

a vehicle’s charms often lie not in the sum of its parts, but in how you use them.

In the case of the hulking G65, it also rekindled a deep longing for me that 

goes back two decades. Before 

it arrived stateside in 2002 as 

the G500. Before it became the 

shopping cart du jour for Paris, 

Britney, and the Kardashians. 

I lusted after the Geländewa-

gen when it was just an Eight-

ies utilitarian workhorse. Part 

Jeep, part Land Rover, and yet all Mercedes, the big, boxy G cast a spell.

As time passed and sportier vehicles beckoned, the need to possess one even-

tually faded. The high prices of used Gs might have put me off, or maybe it was 

the growing AMG-ification of newer iterations. Then I climbed behind the wheel 

of our G65 tester and found myself awash in emotions. Excited to be thundering 

around my old haunts, but also horrified at how “civilized” the G had become. I 

was conflicted: Is this the ultimate G-wagen, or has it been ruined?

The moment our journey moved beyond the pavement, any doubts were 

quickly drowned out by the V-12’s bellowing side pipes and a never-ending spray 

of dirt, mud, and gravel. The G was in its element. Near-triple-digit speed on 

rutted logging roads? No big deal. Smooth, stable, hell, even comfortable. Rocky 

trails and river crossings? Child’s play. We locked all three differentials once, but 

almost certainly didn’t need to. The G probably just laughed at us.

By the end of our Cascades adventure, the G-wagen I loved was back. No lon-

ger a shining example of automotive excess, it burst from the forest covered in 

dirt, dripping with mud, nary a care in the world. Not ruined at all.

Perhaps more important, our trip sparked a newfound appreciation for the 

unconventional and broadened our enthusiast horizons. Looking beyond fast cars 

and winding roads, we loosened the reins and explored. We allowed unforgettable 

experiences to spring up from the unexpected and emerged richer for it. ■

Email us at letters@roadandtrack.com. Include your 

full name, city, state, and daytime telephone number 

for verification. We unfortunately cannot answer every 

inquiry, and we reserve the right to edit letters. Edito-

rial contributions are considered only if guaranteed ex-

clusive. Materials are subject to Road & Track standard 

terms, and the vendor must retain a copy. Photographs 

should be released for publication by the source. Road & 

Track is not responsible for unsolicited materials.

We locked all three differentials 
once, but almost certainly 
didn’t need to. The G probably 
just laughed at us.

marque has been so popular. The first 

Porsche you tested—a 356-4 in 1952—

starts slow with a 0-to-60-mph time of 

13.8 seconds but, in another 4.6 seconds 

(at 18.4 seconds total), completes the 

quarter-mile close to its 105-mph top 

speed, at 103.4 mph. It would be 21 years 

before you tested a Porsche (911 Carrera 

RSR) with a higher speed at the end of 

the quarter. What a car!

LARRY SCHULTZ

PLYMOUTH, MICHIGAN

We mistakenly printed the “flying 

quarter-mile” speed, since our 

predecessors didn’t record the standing 

quarter-mile trap speed. We’d estimate 

that the 356-4 in question would get to 

72 mph in the standing quarter.

TIRE-TUBE TRIALS 

Resting my weary bones in the lounger, 

I grabbed the October issue and, lo 

and behold, it fell open to an article on 

changing tires with irons [Lost Art]. The 

aches and pains of this 60-plus-year-old 

body came roaring back: I had just spent 

the weekend wrestling with five tires 

and tubes for a Model A. Handfuls of 

aspirin were not enough. 

JOHN KEATING

PLYMOUTH, MICHIGAN

Right out of high school, I got a job as 

a wrench for a taxi company. When my 

boss sold four old cars to a junkyard, 

I had to mount tires on all 16 wheels. 

We used no tubeless tires back then 

and had no tire-changing equipment 

except for irons. I don’t recall much 

about the day except very hot weather, 

lots of soapy water, and some cursing. 

But it gave me the incentive to go to 

college to avoid hard, tedious projects 

involving cars.

ROBERT SULLIVAN

LAKE FOREST, CALIFORNIA
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HOULDN’T IT BE ORANGE?” 

My friend Zach Bowman looked at the car. Not 

disappointed. Curious.

“I mean—I just kind of figured it’d be orange?”

Zach is a writer. He used to work at this maga-

zine, which should tell you something about his lack of charac-

ter. We met for lunch last fall, in the Cascade mountains, half 

by accident. I was testing a McLaren 570GT on a loop from my 

house in Seattle, and Zach was on his way to the Pacific, living in 

a pickup camper for a year as an experiment. When your house 

is a truck, you head for the coast, because you can. When you 

borrow a McLaren, you run to the hills, as Iron Maiden said, 

because you have a pulse.

The 570 was heartbreakingly pretty. Metallic gray. I looked at 

it and sighed, maybe a little dreamily.

“Yeah. Should be orange.”

When it comes to McLarens—and with all respect to Ron 

Dennis, the brand’s recently ousted CEO/mastermind—I think 

of two people: Bruce McLaren himself, and Gordon Murray. 

Bruce built the company’s early days, won his first grand prix 

at 22. Murray designed the 627-hp McLaren F1 street car, an 

epoch-defining masterpiece and the only machine I’ve ever 

wanted to legally wed. Bruce died in a Can-Am car in 1970, just 

32, but his legacy rooted. In 2017, his name is on an engineering 

firm, a Formula 1 team, a line of production cars that melt your 

face off when you drop the throttle. 

And, as Zach pointed out, the color orange. More proof that 

you never control the stuff that scars you. In the late 1960s, 

someone at McLaren decided that the factory team cars needed 

to look like radioactive valencias. As my wife once told me, 

obnoxious orange paint works exceedingly well on a race car, 

almost inversely proportional to how it works in, say, the mas-

ter bathroom of an adult house. (Lost that 

one. We eventually settled on Indigo Ink, 

color HDC-CL-26A from the Home Depot 

Home Decorators Collection and the good 

people at Behr. Which is fine, I guess, if 

you’re into that sort of thing, but Behr never won 182 F1 races 

and also their website says bubkes about carbon-fiber tubs.) 

Prior to the 570, my McLaren experience lay in just one car. 

A few years ago, I was somehow lucky enough to drive an F1. 

The car was silver, but that didn’t matter, because it was an F1 

and I lost my mind anyway. The 570 test was a sort of bookend, 

a short-term loan that McLaren PR offered for perspective. An 

introduction to the modern Bruce. 

Not to discount my winning and wholly juvenile personality, 

but that loan almost certainly happened because McLaren is 

in a time of flux. After decades of motorsport focus, the firm is 

branching into full-line carmaking—a stark change from the 

1990s, when they built 106 F1s and little else. This country can 

now choose from 17 McLaren dealers and nine models, from the 

562-hp 570 line to the 986-hp P1 GTR. Each of those cars uses a 

turbocharged V-8, a carbon chassis, and a silhouette that some-

how manages to seem both new and reverent of Murray’s work. 

Before that trip to the mountains, I was emailing with R&T 

writer Jack Baruth. In addition to being a club racer who looks 

like a lumberjack Jimmy Page, Jack is the only person on the 

masthead to have track-tested every current McLaren. He’s 

always spoken highly of the cars, so I asked why. 

There was gushing, and Jack does not gush. “They always feel 

light,” he wrote, “like they have enough power, like there’s enough 

brake underfoot. Even forward visibility is brilliant. We’re rap-

idly running out of road for the gasoline-powered supercar—if 

there was ever a time to do something great, it’s now. And the 

McLarens are legitimately great: a love letter to the talented 

tenth of their drivers who will use them.” 

He also noted that the cars are durable as dirt in hard lapping 

and intolerant of fools at the limit. Rare stuff in a modern super-

car. And maybe aligned with Bruce McLaren’s life. If the books 

are any guide, the man’s short time on earth seems to have been 

centered on quietly solving problems that most folks don’t real-

ize exist. Plus ferocious racecraft and that odd quality that makes 

people reflexively want to give you their best, even if they can’t 

explain why.

That’s rare stuff, and maybe aligned with the man’s 
life: solving problems most folks don’t realize exist.

ILLUSTRATION BY DREW BARDANA

Color Schemes
STOLEN MOMENTS AND SUPERCAR LOVE LETTERS.
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The 570GT isn’t an F1. This should 

be obvious—the latter cost almost a 

million dollars new, and the former is 

priced like a 911 Turbo S. The newer 

McLaren is less art statement and 

more commodity, as it has to be. But 

there’s a weird, immutable thread 

between the two, an almost mani-

cured calm to the violence. You know 

that trope where the guy who talks 

the least is always the smartest dude 

in the room? For better or worse, you 

don’t get that in a Ferrari. 

By the time I said goodbye to Zach 

and got back on the road, it was late 

afternoon. Hours from my driveway, 

and almost dark. If anyone raps on 

my front door in the middle of the 

night and asks where I went that eve-

ning, I’ll tell the truth: straight home, 

where I fell asleep binge-watching 

C-Span. Because I sure as hell wasn’t 

ripping through unpopulated moun-

tains like a man who had never been 

arrested and kind of wanted to try it. 

Forests darker than pitch. Cloud-

spackled moonlight. Ribbons of pave-

ment in a car good enough to make 

your skin cavitate.

Is, er, probably what it’s like, when 

you’re off being irresponsible.

Before heading home, I put my 

address into the 570’s nav system. The 

screen spit out an estimated arrival 

time, so I texted my wife to let her 

know. When I hit the house, I strolled 

into the kitchen and cracked a beer. 

Maybe 45 minutes before the GPS 

said I would. 

My wife walked into the room. 

“You’re early. That text said 8:30?”

“Yeah,” I said, closing the fridge. 

“Must be the nav’s fault. Maybe some-

thing wrong with the car.” 

Or not. ■

Sam Smith is an editor at large for 

R&T. Indigo looks good in that room.
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With aggressive styling, powerful turbocharged engine and available 18-inch 

alloy wheels, the Hatchback was made with a little mean streak.

Introducing the all-new Civic Hatchback.
Cue rock music.



Civic Sport Touring Hatchback shown. ©2017 American Honda Motor Co., Inc.
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SINGLE MOMENT. A FLEETING  

flash when road, driver, and car 

come together. The instant you 

recognize the moment is 

happening, it is gone. You 

can turn around and run 

that corner again, but the effect will never be quite the same. 

You can’t hear your favorite song for the first time twice. Yet the 

experience is forever grooved into your memory.

Few cars have been so purposefully designed to produce 

such moments as the Porsche Boxster. A mid-engine convert-

ible barely sized for two, built for pleasure and escape. Forget 

the specifications, which have improved only modestly over the 

past two decades: The results always delivered. Internet killjoys 

love to pit the Boxster against the 911, but devotees know bet-

ter. The roadster’s greatness lives in the memories of its drivers.

It is a car that changed my own perceptions. I attended a 

Skip Barber driving course at Connecticut’s Lime Rock Park 

almost 20 years ago. The instructor commanded me to hold 

my speed steady as we hurtled toward a sharp right-hander. 

In my naïveté, I was sure we were going to drive off the end of 

the track. But on his cue, I stomped on the brakes. The Boxster 

easily shed its speed and slipstreamed 

up the turn. Just one moment, but I 

was smitten. The car would perform 

miracles if you were willing to learn 

its mysteries, master its charms.

Fast forward to the brand-new 2017 Porsche 718 Boxster. I’ve 

got days to kill and a plan to put a thousand miles on the odom-

eter. There seems an infinite number of potential moments 

ahead of me, especially as today’s forecast is 78 degrees and I’ll 

use the car as its creators intended, with the fabric roof tucked 

away and a breeze licking the interior. What better possibility 

to forge a new and beautiful memory? 

Although the weather points to a perfect summer day, it 

is a lie, for this is the final gasp of fall. The trees throughout 

the Northeast are painted in colors, roads camouflaged by 

orange leaves. These beautiful yellows and intense reds will 

soon surrender to winter, and the branches will poke bare-

fingered into the sky. Winter means the end of days at local 

racetracks and impulsive drives on quiet mornings. Change 

is hard, especially when it forces us to give up the things that 

make us happiest. 

The Boxster’s evolution is as profound as the turn of sea-

sons, a shift of nature wrought by emissions regulations and 

a corporate desire for greater torque and horsepower. The car 

I’m testing, an S model with a six-speed manual transmission, 

should be my happy place. But this Boxster is a fundamentally 

different machine than all the others we’ve loved. The engine 

still sits in the correct place, thankfully—at the center—but the 

naturally breathing flat-six is now a turbocharged flat-four. The 

car has always been so good, so simple, it certainly wasn’t cry-

ing out for a major change.

Will it still create the moments?

This late in the season, 
the ability to open 
or close the power 
soft-top in just nine 
seconds while on the 
move comes in handy.
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L
ONG BEFORE DAWN, I leave my house in the northeast 

quadrant of rural Pennsylvania and rocket toward a 

racetrack in southern New Jersey. I’m supposed to be 

75 miles south when the sun cracks the surface; the 

time when photographers are happiest. The back roads are 

unfamiliar, and I can focus on only what is illuminated by the 

sharp headlights. I fall into a meditative state, working gently 

through the gears and following the squiggling path laid out by 

Porsche’s latest touchscreen navigation, complete with Apple 

CarPlay. It’s a far cry from the idiosyncrasies of the old Porsche 

systems. The Boxster feels less like a getaway car for Sunday 

afternoons and more a thoroughly modern automobile. In that, 

perhaps there’s both something gained 

and something lost. 

Our tester has a white body, red roof, 

and Bordeaux red interior. Many go-fast 

boxes are checked: Sport Chrono perfor-

mance package, sport exhaust, and sport 

suspension. Twenty-inch wheels and 

18-way sport seats round out the options, 

which push the price to $94,310. 

This Boxster gets a new internal code, 

982, which hints at the startling ways 

it’s been reconceptualized from the 

981. And a new prefix, 718. If the name 

change evokes four-cylinder race cars 

from Porsche’s past, it also signals that 

this is an entirely new creature. The “718” badge lives on a very 

differently sculpted back end, perhaps the most obvious exam-

ple of the long list of new body parts. The folding soft-top and 

windshield are among the few holdovers. The 981’s chassis was 

unimpeachable, but it too has been totally retuned.

And then there is the heart of the matter, the new engine. 

There are arguments whether turbo engines are as efficient 

as window stickers promise, especially when driven hard. In 

the case of the Boxster, even the claims aren’t that impressive: 

The Boxster S, with its turbo flat-four, is rated at 26 mpg on the 

highway, one mile per gallon less than the old 3.4-liter flat-six.

The power upsides are obvious. The 2.5-liter four in the S 

gains 35 hp and 43 lb-ft of torque over 

the previous Boxster S’s six, and the base 

Boxster’s 2.0 four has similar improve-

ments. What’s most noticeable in both 

daily driving and spirited runs is all that 

new torque. According to our tests, the 

Boxster S will pop you down the road 

from a standstill to 60 mph in 4.4 sec-

onds. Forty-five to 70 mph is a smooth, 

confident surge in fourth gear. I invari-

ably just skip fifth and settle into an 

easygoing sixth. 

The engine is less likable in first gear 

Red brake calipers are an obvious visual cue 
that our 718 Boxster is an S.
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at low rpm, especially when you’re trundling through parking 

lots. The auto start/stop technology cuts in aggressively, and 

the car sometimes stutters, caught in a netherworld between 

wakefulness and sleep. It becomes second nature to deactivate 

the system as soon as the car is turned on. 

The real gut-tweaking change is the absence of the flat-six’s 

song. The yellow-jacket rasp just behind your head, lofting ever 

more lustily as the revs rise, has been replaced by a bass-heavy 

gurgle and the occasional raucous overrun. Pop grunt POP. In 

truth, Porsche has done a nice job. These are good sounds. But 

this soundtrack fundamentally alters the essence of the car. 

I
T’S STILL DARK when I come upon a country lane outside 

Doylestown, Pennsylvania, near the Delaware River. I 

pull over to await the photo crew. It’s warm out. Warm 

like June, not October. I put the roof down and stargaze. 

As light leaks into the sky, the landscape reveals itself. Old 

stone houses. Ancient waterwheels. Red barns. Photographer 

Dave Burnett arrives, accompanied by locals he knows. Ama-

teur racers who want to see the car, guide us to good roads, and 

generally talk about machinery that goes fast. The place is so 

pretty, everyone we meet so friendly, I wonder if the water sup-

ply is spiked with mood enhancers. (“Aw, don’t bother closing 

the roof,” one guy says when we park downtown. “I have a 911 

and I don’t even lock the doors.”) We spend the morning explor-

ing tight, scenic lanes, and I’m reminded of the superior view of 

the world you get from the Boxster. Close to the earth and yet 

open to the sky. 

We have a date with a racetrack—New Jersey Motorsports 

Park in Millville—so we leave the rural niceness and tussle 

with the freeways that tangle through Philadelphia. There’s no 

avoiding the city, but the Porsche is a dart, arrowing into traffic 

gaps and overtaking slow cars in quick bursts. It is easy living 

in this thing. Over four days, it leaves no cramps in my legs or 

cricks in my side. The driving position and cabin ergonomics 

are excellent.

The busy season is clearly over at New Jersey Motorsports, a 

sprawling complex with two separate road courses set among 

farmland. The Porsche has Lightning Raceway, a 10-turn, 

1.9-mile circuit, all to itself. It’s a course that favors momen-

tum. There’s an entertaining blind crest at the end of the front 

straight, and a moderately banked bowl. The soft-top 718 

wouldn’t be my first choice as a track car, but lap after lap shows 

no brake fade or drop in performance.  

The chassis shines. The most contentious corner is Turn 5, an 

off-camber hill where the car goes light as you crest and turn 

right. It leads to a medium-length straight, so a clean exit is 

essential. I’ve driven other cars on this corner, and many stumble 

No matter  what the specs say, the new car feels far quicker  
than the old one, a gift of that extra torque. 
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into a speed-scrubbing push. The 718 moves up and over supplely, 

like water flowing over a ridge. After a few laps, I pit to adjust tire 

pressure. Back on track, the car immediately feels out of sorts. 

The right rear tire is one psi high, enough to cause a perceivable 

imbalance. I doubt I’d notice in almost any other car.  

No matter what the specs say, the new car feels far quicker 

than the old one around the track, a gift of that extra torque. As 

a learning exercise, I hold fourth gear around the entire circuit, 

trying to maintain maximum rolling speed. Overall times drop 

and top speeds increase. The 718 is worth putting in the effort 

to get to know. 

As the sun tumbles past the horizon, the sky lights up a faint 

peach and our time on the track comes to an official close. I 

drop the top and place my helmet in the passenger seat. It’s 

against track etiquette, but I take a few laps at low speed, the 

breeze, balmy and fragrant, drying the sweat off my forehead. 

The farm fields surrounding the track seem to have opened, if 

only briefly, to take in this final bout of warm weather. 

N
EXT MORNING, the sky is slate gray. We’re heading 

north to the winding roads around the Delaware 

Water Gap, chasing the change of colors. The fore-

cast says rain and cooler air. I shrug into a jacket and 

put down the roof. Unless it’s raining—or snowing—I resolve to 

just keep the damn thing down. It seems right. 

I had been a grump about this Boxster. We are in a world 

of sea changes. All anyone wants to talk about lately is self-

driving cars. Even brands like Porsche will surely have to 

embrace this. One imagines a future Panamera in which the 

driver can take a nap if they so choose. 

Which makes a car like the Boxster—okay, no, the 718—all 

the more important. Nobody is going to buy one so that it can 

drive for them. It is a bulwark against the incoming autono-

mous tide. The kind of car that can convert nonbelievers into 

car lovers. Maybe adding a turbo and changing the engine noise 

isn’t such a big thing after all.  

Meanwhile, today, I’m avoiding as many highways as I can, 

so my chosen route follows the Delaware River. It’s too early for 

much traffic. Ever get the sense early in the morning that you’re 

Nobody is going to buy a car like  
the 718 so that it can drive for them.  
It is a bulwark against the incoming 

autonomous tide. The kind of car that 
can convert nonbelievers into car lovers. 
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the only one in the world, feeling this feeling, see-

ing these sights? It’s like that. But the car’s ther-

mometer shows the Fahrenheit falling. It’s 60 and 

then 55 and then in the high 40s. Eventually, I’m 

scrunched down in the seat and the heat is on full. The skies get 

rowdier and darker, clouds choking with moisture. I turn onto 

a multilane road and pick up speed, trying for home territory 

before the rain. Morning commuters give me looks. Doesn’t the 

dude in the convertible know it’s basically winter?

Then, they appear above me. Geese in V formations. Maybe 

a dozen flocks, intersecting with one another but 

still coherent in their shapes, mingling and then 

re-forming, fast and fleet, over my head. It is mes-

merizing, beautiful. I feel an odd kinship. I’m 

tasting the same air, feeling the same cold as those free crea-

tures. And I’m probably the only person on the road who can 

see the spectacle so clearly.

There it is. Another Boxster moment, instantly grooved into 

my memory with the other Boxster moments. Everything is 

going to be okay. ■

Forget “one last drive with 
the top down until spring.” 

Moments like this make 
you want to move to a place 
where winter never arrives.
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OFFICIAL PERFORMANCE TEST REPORT

S P E C I F I C A T I O N S T E S T  R E S U L T S

2017 PORSCHE 718 BOXSTER S

ACCELERATION  

1 FOOT (ROLLOUT)........................... 0.2 sec

60 FEET ............................................... 2.0 sec

ROLLING START, 5–60 MPH .......  5.4 sec

1/4-MILE ...........................................12.7 sec  

@ 111.4 mph

0–10 MPH............................................ 0.3 sec

0–20...............................................................1.1

0–30...............................................................1.7

0–40...............................................................2.4

0–50 ..............................................................3.4

0–60...............................................................4.4

0–70...............................................................5.4

0–80...............................................................7.0

0–90...............................................................8.5

0–100........................................................ 10.1

0–110........................................................ 12.4

0–120........................................................ 14.6

0–130........................................................ 17.2

0–140........................................................ 21.5

0–150........................................................ 26.0

TOP SPEED (drag-ltd, mfr) ... 177 mph

BRAKING  

60–0 MPH ............................................. 112 ft

80–0 MPH ............................................. 189 ft

FADE ...........................................................none

HANDLING  

ROADHOLDING...................................1.04 g

BALANCE ............................................. neutral

PRICE  

BASE ....................................................................$69,450  

AS TESTED ..........................................................$94,310  

ENGINE  

LAYOUT ...................................................mid, longitudinal

CONFIGURATION ..........................................................H-4

INDUCTION ..................................................turbocharged 

MATERIAL ............................ aluminum block and heads

VALVETRAIN ....................................... DOHC, 16 valves 

DISPLACEMENT ...................................................2497 cc 

BORE x STROKE .................................. 102.0 x 76.4 mm 

COMPRESSION RATIO ..............................................9.5:1 

REDLINE/FUEL CUTOFF ..........7400 rpm/7500 rpm 

FUEL DELIVERY ........................................direct injection  

TRANSMISSION  

DRIVEN WHEELS ..........................................................rear

TYPE .........................................................................manual 

DIFFERENTIAL ................................................  limited-slip

FINAL-DRIVE RATIO .............................................. 3.89:1  

GEAR .....................RATIO .................. MAX SPEED (RPM)

1 .............................3.31:1 ................... 47 mph (7500)

2 .............................1.95:1 ...................80 mph (7500)

3 .............................1.41:1 ................ 111 mph (7500)

4 .............................1.13:1 ................ 139 mph (7500)

5 .............................0.95:1 ................ 165 mph (7500)

6 .............................0.81:1 ................ 177 mph (6875)

STEERING

ASSIST .................................................electromechanical 

TURNS LOCK-TO-LOCK .................................................2.5 

TURNING CIRCLE .................................................... 36.0 ft

SUSPENSION

FRONT..................................................................strut-type 

REAR ....................................................................strut-type 

309

PEAK HORSEPOWER 
(SAE) @ 6500 RPM

LB-FT PEAK TORQUE
 @ 1900–4500 RPM

BRAKES & TIRES

FRONT ..................................13.0-in vented iron rotors,  

4-piston fixed calipers 

REAR .................................... 11.8-in vented iron rotors,  

4-piston fixed calipers 

STABILITY CONTROL ......partially and fully defeatable

TIRES...............................................................Pirelli P Zero

SIZE ............................................F 235/35ZR-20 (88Y)  

R 265/35ZR-20 (95Y) 

BODY & CHASSIS  

CONSTRUCTION.................................................... unibody

MATERIALS .............................................. steel, aluminum 

LENGTH .................................................................172.4 in 

WIDTH .......................................................................70.9 in 

HEIGHT......................................................................50.4 in

WHEELBASE ............................................................ 97.4 in 

TRACK, F/R....................................................59.6/60.6 in 

DOORS/SEATS ..............................................................2/2 

CARGO CAPACITY .................................F 5.3 ft³ R 4.4 ft³

WEIGHT  

CURB WEIGHT........................................................3122 lb 

DISTRIBUTION FRONT/REAR ....................45.5/54.5% 

WEIGHT-TO-POWER ...........................................8.9 lb/hp 

FUEL  

EPA CITY/HWY ................................................20/26 mpg

CAPACITY .......................................................16.9 gallons

RANGE ................................................................439 miles 

RECOMMENDED FUEL GRADE ........................... premium

TEST NOTES

• In first gear with the clutch depressed, the 

engine allows only about 4200 rpm, which 

makes it tricky to launch. The solution is 

to slip the clutch slightly to keep the engine 

revving high enough to create some wheelspin. 

Simply releasing the clutch without slippage 

bogs the engine and adds a couple tenths to 

acceleration times.

• A joy on the skidpad; daringly neutral and 

easy to hold right on the edge of traction. 

Precise steering with good feedback from the 

front tires. 

• The brakes have strong initial bite and 

haul the Boxster down quickly and reliably. 

Pedal feel remains consistent; no hint of fade 

throughout testing.

12.7
177
0–1/4-MILE, SECONDS @ 111.4 MPH

TOP SPEED,  
MPH (MFR)

ROADHOLDING,
300-FT SKIDPAD

1.04
g350

4.4
0–60 MPH, SECONDS



If you’re going to be making back-and-forths, here-and-theres, or even long trips, you’ll appreciate Prius Prime’s  

class-leading EPA-estimated 133 MPGe2 and EPA-estimated 640-mile range.3, 4 Combine that with its aerodynamic  

dual-wave rear glass design, lightweight carbon-fiber-reinforced-polymer rear hatch, innovative dual motor drive  

system and enhanced battery capacity, and yes, it’s easy to see why Prime is Toyota’s most advanced hybrid yet.

Prototype shown with options. Production model may vary. 1. 2017 Prius Prime EPA-estimated combined MPGe. Actual MPGe will vary and is dependent upon 
many factors, including charging practice, driving style, road/traffic conditions, outside temperature, air conditioning control levels, payload/cargo weight, 
proper tire pressure, vehicle maintenance, battery age and changes in energy costs. Battery capacity will decrease with time and use. For more information on 
MPGe and range, please see www.fueleconomy.gov. 2. EPA-estimated combined MPG equivalent of non-luxury plug-in hybrids, as of November 2016. Actual 
MPGe will vary based on driving habits, charging practice, battery age, weather, temperature and road/traffic conditions. Battery capacity will decrease with 
time and use. For more information, see www.fueleconomy.gov. 3. Based on fueleconomy.gov non-luxury plug-in hybrids, when fully charged, using gas and 
electricity. Actual mileage will vary. 4. 2017 Prius Prime EPA-estimated range rating when fully charged and with a full tank of gas. Excludes driving conditions. 
Actual mileage will vary. ©2016 Toyota Motor Sales, U.S.A., Inc.

TOYOTA’S MOST ADVANCED HYBRID YET

EPA-Estimated 133 MPGe
1
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And then I met Steve and Peter. They walked up at a Chevron 

station south of the city, where I had stopped to duct-tape a leak 

in my tired motorcycle-touring pants. They just walked up and 

started talking. That’s what people do when you ride a sidecar.

“Afrika Korps!” Steve yelled, from about 15 feet away. Then, 

when closer: “Rommel!”

The bike was a new Ural, a sidecar rig, made in Russia but 

vaguely German and militaristic and even less vaguely old. 

Steve told me his name, that he worked for UPS and rode Har-

leys. He smiled a lot. The sidecar looked amazing, he told me, 

and he loved the rain. Said a trip sounded great.  

Peter strolled over two minutes later. Scowling. He climbed 

out of a food-bank delivery truck and announced, apropos of 

nothing, that he used to race stand-up Jet Skis.

“I stopped riding them because I was tired of sitting in front 

of the TV, two hours later, water pouring out my nose.”

He raised his eyebrows, as if to make a point.

“Where you going?”

“Cascades,” I said.

“Man, what a miserable day for that.” 

He shook his head, then got back in his truck. I resumed duct-

taping my pants, because pants don’t duct-tape themselves, and 

wet underwear is only fun in Vegas.

Two days later, I was hucking the Ural down a narrow, rainy 

dirt road at 4000 feet. My legs were covered in mud and there 

was a 500-foot cliff a few feet beyond my left knee. I don’t 

remember if my pants were still leaking. I do remember think-

ing, above all—flying into a fourth-gear corner while an ancient 

Mercedes loomed in the mirrors—I remember thinking that 

the world needs a hell of a lot more guys like Steve.

With the first day, I mostly remember rain.  
Sloppy drops the size of jelly beans, then an 
uneven mist, then a kind of plodding drizzle. 
Because of course it rains in Seattle in October, 
when you’re on a motorcycle, when you’re  
headed for dirt and volcanoes. 
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L
IKE A LOT OF BEAUTIFUL PLACES, the Pacific 

Northwest was built by violence. Volcanic erup-

tions and earthquakes eons ago, with the vol-

canoes the most ominous remnant. Ten live 

in Washington. Five of those—Glacier Peak, 

Mount Adams, Mount Baker, Mount Rainier, 

and Mount St. Helens—are still active. They loom over cities 

on a clear day, a constant reminder that, geologically 

speaking, there is no free lunch. St. Helens, which 

erupted in 1980, scattered 520 million tons of ash over 

a dozen states, killing 57 people. Rainier, just 85 miles 

from Seattle, last popped in 1894; it’s widely considered 

one of the most dangerous volcanic sites on earth. If 

any of that sounds even remotely terrifying, don’t even 

think about the multiple seismic faults under Puget Sound, at 

least one of which is overdue for a monster earthquake. As a 

geologist friend once told me, “they’ll all eventually go off.”

Two years ago, when I moved to Seattle from the Midwest, 

most of my friends asked if I wanted to die in rainy lava or just 

really liked fresh oysters. My answer was usually some gibber-

ish about living in the moment—the kind of pap that sounds 

way better when you’re drinking, which I might have been. 

(Goodbyes are never easy.)

But coincidentally, one night last fall, I was knee-deep in 

Google Maps and a bottle of peaty scotch when it struck me that 

the Northwest volcanoes are a metaphor. For a lot of things, 

of course, because they are mountains. But since I work for a 

car magazine, I was reminded of the Mercedes-Benz G-class: 

Old, quietly threatening, not the smartest thing to keep around, 

but worth it, since the upside is so good. (R&T public-service 

announcement: Peaty scotch aids metaphor construction.)

I refilled my glass. Twenty minutes later, having gone down the 

rabbit hole and Googled other absurd off-road vehicles, I came to 

the staggering realization that my rubric also applied to a Ural 

sidecar. (R&T PSA: Peaty scotch aids staggering realizations.)

More torque than a Dodge Hellcat.  
Who thought a shoebox with 738 lb-ft was a 

good idea? Can we mint them a medal? 
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Then I wrote a strongly worded email to 

this magazine’s staff, noting that if I wasn’t 

allowed to take both of these devices up a 

volcano for a test, I would fill the office toilets 

with bees and shut the lids. I went to bed that 

night and forgot to send the email, but when I 

woke up, I rewrote it, politely asking to do the 

same thing. (Friendly career advice: Never 

drink peaty scotch.)

All of which is how I ended up atop that 

Russian sidecar last fall, and how R&T ’s 

editor-in-chief, Kim Wolfkill, ended up fol-

lowing me through the Cascades in a $221,925 

Mercedes-AMG G65. In Northwest storm 

season. If you’re stacking a deck of stupid, you 

go deep. Kim opted in after reading the email 

trail and muttering something about adult 

supervision.  

The Mercedes is an odd beast. When the 

G-class was launched, in 1979, it was a rela-

tively simple SUV. It was not built expressly 

for military use but has since been drafted for that by multiple 

governments, the blueprint suited to the job. Over the last three 

and a half decades, the G has seen a major redesign precisely 

once (1990); save a few interior and driveline updates, it’s basi-

cally the same truck it was in ’79. This means that all modern 

G-classes have two solid axles, three locking differentials, and a 

stone-age, ladder-frame chassis. Mercedes has kept the truck in 

production because it just keeps selling and because its tooling 

was paid for long ago. Wealthy urbanites dig the old-school vibe 

and build quality, and L.A. celebutantes dig tromping around 

the west side in a glitzy war rig that doesn’t blink 

when you trample a Hyundai.

Since both of those groups have been known 

to chase exclusivity and power, society has been 

gifted the G65. The top-of-the-line model. It 

pairs Mercedes-Benz’s biggest engine—a 6.0-

liter, 36-valve, 621-hp, twin-turbo V-12—with 

the silliest thing it sells. And more torque than 

a Dodge Hellcat. (If you are perhaps a lesser 

Kardashian, there’s the entry-level G550, 

which offers a twin-turbo V-8 and a mere 

416 hp. That truck costs $95,500 less but still 

trundle-whomps up an on-ramp like a bar 

stool falling over, so you’re not missing much.) 

The door panels and seats are finely quilted 

leather. The front bumper bristles with 

intercoolers. The V-12 G-class wasn’t avail-

able in the United States until 2015. Prob-

ably because Mercedes thought Americans 

weren’t loopy enough to buy it.

Turns out we are that loopy. Turns out a 

turbo V-12 sits in a G-class like a bowling ball 

sits in your pocket. And it turns out the whole 

mess is a goofy riot, a German farm tractor 

on the kind of acid that makes you taste col-

ors. Who thought a shoebox with 738 lb-ft of torque was a good 

idea? Can we mint them a medal? You get 13 mpg on a good 

day, six on a bad one, and an itch to watch The A-Team until the 

earth falls into the sun. Plus wooden brakes and high-speed 

behavior that leaves you wondering if you’re going to survive 

the next corner or just trip into a ditch and die laughing.

Or! If that doesn’t ring your bell, you can spend $200,201 

less, buy a Gear Up Sahara, and have basically the same thing.

Ural has been building sidecar rigs for more than half a cen-

tury. Most have looked like the Gear Up. The company history 

is fuzzy—when I asked an American PR rep for 

the official version, he just kind of shrugged—

but the firm’s bike business essentially dates to a 

1930s nonaggression pact between Germany and 

Between jumps, the G offers 
Wolfkill a warm, dry, and 

music-filled expedition. The 
Ural surveys land, ponders 

troop movements.

2016 Mercedes-AMG G65

base price/as tested

$218,825/$221,925 

engine sohc 36-valve  

6.0-liter twin-turbo v-12 

peak output 621 hp  

@ 5000–5300 rpm 

738 lb-ft @ 2300–4300 rpm

transmission 7-speed  

automatic, 4wd

l x w x h 188.0 x 80.9 x 76.3 in

weight 5950 lb

0–60 mph 5.3 sec

top speed 143 mph

2016 Ural Gear Up Sahara

base price/as tested

$18,624/$23,125

engine ohv 749-cc h-2 

peak output 41 hp @ 5500 rpm  

42 lb-ft @ 4300 rpm 

transmission 4-speed  

sequential manual, rwd

l x w x h 98.8 x 63.6 x 54.3 in

weight 770 lb

0–60 mph 10.0 sec

top speed 90 mph
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the Soviet Union. The former let the latter copy 

the BMW R71 under license. 

Russia is a strange place, so this practice con-

tinued past a few historically notable moments 

of German aggression. The company has spent 

the past 76 years based in a Wonkaesque Sibe-

rian factory, mostly avoiding progress and building motorcy-

cles not unlike the R71. The Gear Up’s hardware reminds you 

of lawn sheds. The bike didn’t get fuel injection until 2014, the 

same year it lost its drum brakes and a friction-type steering 

damper that would have been at home on the Graf Spee. An 

air-cooled, 749-cc, 41-hp flat-twin is the only engine choice; it 

produces 42 lb-ft of torque and sounds like a Disposall gnawing 

on a small oak. You only rev it if you have somewhere to be, but 

since sidecar rigs are exhausting to ride quickly, you try to never 

have anywhere to be. 

As on an old BMW, the engine powers the Ural’s rear wheel 

through a four-speed dog gearbox and a small driveshaft. A 

reverse gear is standard, as is a second driveshaft connected 

to the sidecar wheel. Flip a lever on the rear swing arm, you 

get two-wheel drive and a locked rear axle, for dirt. In our test 

bike’s Sahara trim, the sum machine weighed 770 pounds and 

looked about as durable as the moon. Base price is $18,624, 

which is moderately expensive for a motorcycle but cheap for 

an ATV that two people can legally ride from L.A. to New York.

And, like the G-class, the Ural barely qualifies as a practi-

cal transportation device. Sidecars pair the safety and weather 

drawbacks of a motorcycle with most of the downsides of a car 

and a tendency to tip over in right-hand corners. (Sidecar peo-

ple call this “flying the chair.” It looks the business and is prob-

ably the tamest of the device’s quirks.) When only one wheel 

is powered, throttle makes a sidecar pull to the right, because 

the drive wheel is trying to vector you around the third wheel’s 

drag. All three of the Ural’s wheels are braked, but since two are 

in the same plane, the bike pulls left on hard stops. And because 

the front fork was designed with a huge amount of trail, you 

An air-cooled, 41-hp flat-twin is the only 
engine choice; it produces 42 lb-ft of torque and 
sounds like a Disposall gnawing on a small oak.
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horse the bars around with your upper chest, pushing the grips 

like heavy furniture. (Trail on a bike fork is akin to caster on a 

car—it brings steering stability but multiplies steering effort.) 

Finally, as a kind of icing, sidecars don’t lean like a two-wheeled 

bike, so you sit there constantly aware of just how much the 

laws of physics want to fling you into a tree. 

Summary: You only buy a sidecar if you like consequences. 

And you only ride passenger if you’re a total moron who barely 

values his own life.

In our office, we call that moron Kyle.

Kyle Kinard is R&T ’s youngest editor, so when no one on staff 

wanted to ride up a couple of volcanoes, he got the job by default. 

Halfway through our second day on the road, somewhere south 

of Mount Rainier, he looked both terrified and thrilled. Maybe 

it had something to do with the fact that I was practicing side-

car slides on roads with no guardrail. At one photo stop, Kyle 

sat in the Ural for a few minutes, dead-eyed, holding its tiny 

grab handle like a security blanket.

“You know how Buddhism and transcendentalism are all 

about letting go? That’s kind of like riding in a sidecar.”

“So you’re having fun,” I said.

“Maybe. You’re freed of the responsibility of being a driver, so 

you just take in all the sensory stuff around you.”

“That almost sounds poetic.”

He thought for a moment. “Also, 

you can really feel the weight shift-

ing underneath your ass.”

“That is less poetic.” 

The Ural’s car has suspension, a single pivot up front and two 

rubber cone springs in back. I asked if it was comfortable.

“Yeah,” he said, “but not on dirt. I’m pretty sure all this bump-

ing’s going to be a colonic. I’m gonna have the weirdest time 

tomorrow. Twentysome years of backlog, coming out.”

“I think that was the name of a Shakespeare sonnet.”

Over three days of travel, that was the 

longest our chats got. Washington state 

is a terrain encyclopedia, so we mostly 

rode and gawped: velvety trees, dense 

rainforest, high desert, canyons. The first 

day encompassed Rainier; on the second, 

we burrowed into forest-service roads 

and two-tracks, up various ridges near Mount Adams. And on 

the third, we pointed east, to the mountains overlooking Rim-

rock Lake. 

All of it was publicly accessible land, a fact that only served 

to make the terrain more astonishing. Mountains faded out of 

the mist like ghostly mile markers. The road was lined with cliff 

faces, sheer rock dotted with hundreds of tiny waterfalls. They 

poured into roadside gullies dappled with moss and ferns. The 

gullies would occasionally overflow and fill the road with deep 

water, which meant the Ural had to go through it, which meant 

the engine threw off clouds of steam that dwarfed the Mer-

cedes. The firs grew continually taller and more dense, nested 

like bowling pins. Some trunks were thicker than the G65 was 

wide. Every so often, we would come into a clearing and see a 

window of scenery, like a Hollywood backdrop. Wall of trees, 

snow-capped majesty, then more trees.

Kim drove the G65, stopping repeatedly to inform me that 

his heated seat still worked. But he also noted that it was sur-

prisingly, almost irrationally capable.  

That shouldn’t have surprised us as much as it did. Like the 

Ural, the G-class looks uncomfortable in peacetime. Its styling 

only fits in a world where purpose rules, which is odd, because 

Opposite: Postcards from 
the edge of quilted leather; 
brutalism and bow wave. 
Below: Examining Russia at 
the base of Mount Adams.

Every so often we would come into a clearing and see 
a window of scenery, like a Hollywood backdrop.  
Wall of trees, snow-capped majesty, then more trees.

T H E  A D V E N T U R E
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the truck sells like free cocaine in a market mostly concerned 

with looking fancy on the 405. It’s a dinosaur, from the 1970s 

dash layout to the tall, lunch-counter seats. 

“Kinda like sitting in an outhouse,” Kim remarked. “You’re 

up there,” he said, surveying the world, “and it really only 

works when you have business to do.” Kyle, half-mad from the 

physical abuse, simply took to singing the theme from Jurassic 

Park whenever the G broke through the mist behind us. 

Late in the second day of our trip, Kim decided to jump the 

Mercedes. Don’t ask why. We all watched, because who wouldn’t 

watch a thing like that? The engine whooshed and thrashed 

and yelled things at the forest. The truck flew over a berm at full 

droop, something like 60 mph on a road designed for 30, and 

landed one wheel before the rest. Kim said it was accidental, 

which reminded me of all those stories about Howard Hughes 

“accidentally” flying the Spruce Goose in Long Beach harbor. 

Then he turned around and jumped it again.

I looked at Kyle. “This is either the best idea we’ve had or a 

mistake I’ll share with my grandchildren.” He said no words in 

English but sang Jurassic Park even louder.

I like machinery, so I took a look under 

the G65’s frame after the jumps, to make 

sure nothing had come loose. The steering 

box and suspension bits were large enough 

to brain an elephant—real hardware, the kind you use to 

depose a junta. Or start a junta. Or just bomb around the for-

est like a doofus, which is exactly what 

I wanted to do later that day, when I 

watched Kim submerge the Mercedes 

in a rushing river. Bumper-deep in 

water, he locked the diffs, goosed the 

V-12, and snorted over a few boulders 

onto shore.

I briefly wished I was driving the Mercedes. Then we ripped 

down another mountain and Kyle discovered how to lean with 

the Ural in corners. It gave a kind of magic-active-ballast effect 

and newfound stability. I stood on the pegs and developed an 

impromptu dance to get the bike turned—wrestle bars, grab 

throttle and front brake to trim the understeer, hook the third 

wheel into gullies. 

The dissonance was a drug. You don’t expect a sidecar to be 

ballsy forest fun, and you don’t expect an L.A. limousine to 

work on a trail. But where the Ural looks the part, the G is kind 

of a rhinestone cowboy—an authentic root covered in a dose of 

insane fashion. In this case, that means stock 21-inch wheels 

and chrome bull bars. Call it the girl next door who moved to 

Hollywood and got weird plastic surgery. The Ural is that same 

The suspension bits were large enough to brain an 
elephant—real hardware, the kind you use to depose a 
junta. Or just bomb around the forest like a doofus.

Wolfkill and the G 
get amphibious; 

Smith managed to 
coat every part of 

the Ural with mud.
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After 12 rounds of the Sprint Series, close racing has highlighted the action at top racing venues such as Circuit 
Of The Americas, Laguna Seca, Las Vegas and Fontana. Professional drivers like Paul Morris and Arie Luyendyk 
Jr have lined-up alongside Burt Jenner, Roger Eagleton, Sammy Valafar, Pierre Preville and Rene Villeneuve who 
bested them for a victory. With 11 podiums, Romain Thievin is the championship winner followed by David 
Perisset as the runner-up, our best lady Lisa Clark and Bill Hynes. Celebrity Caitlyn Jenner reached the podium 
twice at COTA and also won with her son Burt the EXR 3-hour Endurance race in Las Vegas.
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Known for racing the 25 Hours of Thunderhill and the US Touring Car Championship, 
Roger Eagleton won the EXR Sprint race at Sonoma. 
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IN LAS VEGAS AND LOS ANGELES
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perfect white dress shirt—just 

before an important meeting? 
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manscape, buy the perfect gift, 
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or navigate the intricacies of 
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Biggest Black Book Ever shows 

you how to do everything right, 
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girl who never left home, so long as “home” means a farm where 

people wrestle pigs for sport. 

But both seemed happiest in hard travel, so we kept going. On 

the final day, we ventured up Washington’s 6000-foot Bethel 

Ridge. Fire roads, then two-track, then a craggy path along a 

rocky cliff. A valley stretched out beneath us, a whole weather 

system visible at a glance: clouds spilling in from the east, thou-

sands of feet below, tumbling over each other in a rush through 

the hills. The mountains looked like islands in a river of cotton. 

Rainier and Adams sat in the distance.

As we were prepping to leave, it occurred to me that I had 

never seen anything like it. At which point the weather fell into 

our laps. Clouds rushed up the cliff faster than I could walk; 

visibility fell to inches. Weather piled into my nose. It tasted 

like spring water. 

The Mercedes idled softly, its roof spattered with mud. 

“You know,” I said to Kyle, “we could have gotten here in a lot 

of stuff. Off-road pickups, side-by-sides, whatever. Anyone can 

have this, just drive into the hills. But it feels like we’ve discov-

ered something.”

He was silent for a moment. Then he sang the Jurassic Park 

song again. Kim rolled his eyes and looked for all the world like 

he was reconsidering company hiring practice.

I almost made some comment about people taking the moun-

tains for granted, but then I remembered the volcanoes. And 

how, when we stopped in the small town of Packwood on our 

first day, the manager of our motel came out to say hello. Blonde 

hair and a big grin. She asked about the bike, laughing when I 

told her it was new.

“New things that look old! New stuff always looks boring, all 

the same. It ride okay?”

“It doesn’t do much well, but it’s so much fun, you don’t care.”

“That seems . . . no, that seems about right.”

As we rode down Bethel Ridge, I heard her words in my head. 

Maybe the volcanoes or earthquakes go off; they can’t wait for-

ever. Maybe a stone-ax sidecar and a 6000-pound mall-assault 

truck are caveman ideas. But we’ve got them for now, same as 

cities built on tectonic faults and mountains that puke ash over 

whole time zones. 

We want to live with them because we’re wired a certain 

way. Maybe it’s a rejection of a cer-

tain kind of normality, or maybe it’s 

just enjoying the unique in a rapidly 

homogenizing world.

Either way, seems about right. ■

Machines both old and 
new, facing south atop 

Washington’s spectacular 
Bethel Ridge—6000 feet 

high and no stranger to 
ancient motion.

A valley stretched out beneath us,  
clouds spilling in from the east, 

thousands of feet below, tumbling over 
each other in a rush through the hills. 

The mountains looked like islands  
in a river of cotton.
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THE SPECIALISTS
B Y  M A R K  S C H I R M E R

The way the steering wheel connects your fingers to the road.  
The slackening of the pedal against your foot as brakes fade.  

Fluid sloshing around your inner ear as you accelerate off an apex.  

Development drivers curate these sensations.  
They translate the sensory into the technical—spring rate,  

steering ratio, sway-bar size, and, increasingly, computer code.  
And they do this in a daring way: taking unfinished  

production cars to the limit on the world’s greatest racetracks.
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THE LAST OF 

THE BREED
M A R I O  F A S A N E T T O 

C H I E F  T E S T  D R I V E R 

L A M B O R G H I N I 

M
ario Fasanetto grew up a few 

miles from Lamborghini’s fac

tory in Sant’Agata Bolognese, 

learning to fix engines from his father. 

“At the beginning, to put my hands into 

the engines, that was my big passion for 

the car.”

His passion steered him to Lambor

ghini in 1985, initially as a technician 

working on the 3.5liter eightcylinder 

in the Jalpa. But he was also karting in 

his free time, and his skills at the wheel 

were eventually noticed by Valentino 

Balboni, arguably the most famous 

development driver ever. (When Balboni 

retired, Lamborghini put his name on a 

specialedition Gallardo.) 

Since 1993, Fasanetto has been walk

ing in Balboni’s footsteps, cultivating the 

frenetic, extroverted character the brand 

is known for. “Even driving normally, 

you have to recognize that a Lambor

ghini is a Lamborghini.” That breeding 

becomes increasingly important as the 

cars share more components with their 

Volkswagen Group brethren.  

It’s likely that Fasanetto himself is the 

last of a breed. “Today, you don’t come 

out of the factory and become a test 

driver,” he explains. Lamborghini now 

hires seasoned racing drivers. Testing, 

once accomplished on the rural back 

roads near the factory, is conducted 

around the world, from the heat of South 

Africa to the frozen lakes of Sweden. 

What Fasanetto brings is a deeply felt 

understanding for what Lamborghinis 

need to be. “I still remember the first 

time I saw a Countach,” he says. “It was 

something like a vision, a dream.”

PHOTOGRAPH BY RICHARD PARDON
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A 
lifetime of tinkering and racing has con-

vinced Chris Goodwin that nothing is 

more important than tuning. “Two iden-

tical cars on the grid, but one is at the front and 

one’s at the back. That is all about tuning.” He spe-

cializes in that gray area. Goodwin began working 

on race cars as a boy and made it halfway through 

a mechanical engineering degree at Imperial Col-

lege London before deciding he wanted to be a pro 

driver. He got seat time in everything from rally 

cars to Formula Fords, often as a test driver. 

Goodwin’s first gig for McLaren was helping 

develop the revered F1 GTR Longtail. It was also, 

he now admits, one of his simplest projects, as 

modern McLarens have more complex systems 

to calibrate and a broader mission than merely 

turning the quickest lap. “A racing car is typically 

pretty grim for a road user,” he notes.

But Goodwin says the goal for both road and 

race cars remains the same: Make them easy to 

drive. “When a driver has to learn the quirks of 

a car, he’s not confidently and freely able to drive 

that car.” The process, too, is similar—team the 

best engineers with the best drivers and, he 

emphasizes, let them focus on what they do best. 

“I do see a lot of companies where most of the test 

driving is done by the engineers themselves. A lot 

of them are great drivers, but none of them have 

the depth of experience or drive at the same level 

that I or the drivers who work for me do,” he says. 

“On a Formula 1 team, you don’t have engineers 

jumping into F1 cars to see what it’s like. [You 

hire] a great driver to get great feedback.”

Goodwin’s experience runs deeper than most. 

“I can more or less remember every lap I ever 

drove,” he says. “Meter by meter, how the car 

felt, what it was doing, how it was rolling, what 

understeer it had, what oversteer. I can’t remem-

ber people’s names or phone numbers, but I know 

the laps.”   PHOTOGRAPH BY RICHARD PARDON

THE OBSESSIVE
C H R I S  G O O D W I N | C H I E F  T E S T  D R I V E R ,  M C L A R E N 

“I see companies where test driving is done  
by the engineers themselves. On a Formula 1 team, 

you don’t have engineers jumping into F1 cars  
to see what it’s like. You hire a great driver  

to get great feedback.”
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P
aul Wijgaerts is from eastern Belgium, near Circuit Zolder 

and not far from Circuit de Spa-Francorchamps, but his 

spiritual home is near the Black Forest of Germany. His 

first lap on the Nürburgring was in a Ford Galaxy minivan, in 

1996. He took it into the Armco at Adenauer Forst. Then, later, in 

a motorcycle crash at Brünnchen, he got four broken ribs and a 

punctured lung. “That day I swore, never, ever Nürburgring,” he 

says. He was drawn back, of course, and became an expert evalu-

ator at the Green Hell.

Today, at the Nordschleife, Wijgaerts and his colleagues decide  

how Fords should feel. That isn’t always easy, he says. “I want this, 

he wants that. What is it that we want?” For instance, Wijgaerts, 

a racing driver at heart, lobbied to make the Focus RS as quick 

and stable as possible through corners. Others thought it should 

feel more lively. He’s since come around. “It’s maybe not the quick-

est, but I’ve never had more fun around the Ring than in the RS,” 

Wijgaerts admits.  “When you come hot out of a turn, we want to 

see four black lines.”  PHOTOGRAPH BY BERND KAMMERER

THE RING MAN
P A U L  W I J G A E R T S | S U P E R V I S O R  O F  C H A S S I S  E N G I N E E R I N G  A N D  T R A C K  D U R A B I L I T Y  T E S T I N G ,  F O R D



L
egend has it that Hiroshi Tamura was part of the secre-

tive Midnight Club, perhaps the most famous street-

racing gang in Japan in the 1980s and ’90s. Tamura never 

speaks of it (members rarely do) but the association is enough to 

earn him abundant street cred among Nissan fanboys.

He is himself a Nissan fan, a commitment he made at age 10 

after seeing a Skyline GT-R tear up Fuji International Speed-

way. He joined the company 12 years later, in 1984, and carefully 

steered his way to the performance end of the business. And at 

Nissan, the focal point of performance is sharp: GT-R.

As chief product specialist for the GT-R and Nismo prod-

ucts, Tamura defines his role simply: “Create a pleasurable 

experience.” Not a single measure of acceleration, roadhold-

ing, or steering sharpness, but an overall experience. Tamura 

talks about measuring dopamine and endorphins secreted by 

the brain while driving, to first pinpoint and then increase the 

amount of pleasure his cars deliver. 

Is Nissan actually measuring dopamine? No, but Tamura’s 

desire to do so is telling indeed. 

PHOTOGRAPH BY IRWIN WONG

THE CULT LEADER
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THE PRAGMATIST
E B E R H A R D  A R M B R U S T | M A N A G E R  O F  V E H I C L E  D Y N A M I C S ,  R E A R -  A N D  M I D - E N G I N E  C A R S ,  P O R S C H E

T
hirty-seven years ago, newly minted engineer Eberhard 

Armbrust landed his dream job in R&D at Porsche. He 

started in steering-system development and, within a 

few years, was working on the Porsche 959, the moonshot that 

helped define the term “supercar.”

Is it the best Porsche ever? No, Armbrust insists. “Four or five 

years later, I had the chance to drive the 959 again and I was 

so surprised . . . the 959 felt old.” For him, the most interesting 

Porsche is always the newest Porsche.

In 2012, Porsche acquired the Nardò Technical Center 

in the south of Italy, and Armbrust became a regular at its 

road course. At the end of the track’s kilometer-long straight, 

where a vehicle’s speed is just north of crazy, there’s a series of  

neck-bending left-hand turns that challenge the grip and 

stability of any car—and the confidence of any driver. It was 

through that section that Armbrust often took measure of his 

team’s progress. “An action of the driver has to have a clear 

reaction from the car. Everything should work in harmony.” He 

pays particular attention to keeping electronic systems—there 

are more every day—in the background of the driving experi-

ence. “If you make a lane change, it’s very easy to stabilize the 

car with ESP, but we want the lane change to feel stable without 

electronic intervention,” he notes.

Armbrust retired last June but isn’t sentimental: He expects 

Porsche’s future to be brighter than its past. “This is our work—

to make everything better.”   PHOTOGRAPH BY VICTOR JON GOICO
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THE PHILOSOPHER
D A V E  C O L E M A N | M A N A G E R  O F  V E H I C L E  D Y N A M I C S ,  M A Z D A

D
ave Coleman has worn many hats during his career—car-magazine writer, 

test driver, engineer. In a recent presentation, his title slide read: “Dave Cole-

man. Engineer, Philosopher.” He puts on all those hats at Mazda, where he’s 

spent the past decade helping product-development teams focus on the attributes 

behind the slogans “Zoom-Zoom” and “Jinba Ittai.”

He races regularly in a first-gen MX-5 and has a background in rallying classic Dat-

suns. Never professionally, always competitively. As engineering editor of Sport Com-

pact Car a decade ago, he drove everything he could get his hands on and committed 

himself to understanding both the how and, more important, the why of vehicle 

dynamics. It’s there, deep in the why, that the philosophy unfolds.

Coleman speaks rapidly, speeding through big ideas. “Mazdas have always had this 

way they rotate. They rotate right around the driver, and they just feel happy to be in a 

corner. That has always been the core Mazda-ness to me, that neutral cornering stance 

and the way they carve through a corner.” It’s a philosophy that has helped make every 

Mazda good to drive and the new MX-5 one of the finest cars in the world.  

PHOTOGRAPH BY MORGAN J. SEGAL
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T
here’s a lovely YouTube video of Frank Stippler behind the 

wheel of a 1958 Maserati 250F “Piccolo” during the 2014 

Historic Grand Prix of Monaco. Stippler has the Piccolo 

under his spell, drifting beautifully out of corners and through 

slower traffic. “I always come back to historic cars,” he says. 

Not what you’d expect to hear from a pro racer best known 

for successes in hypermodern GT3 cars, let alone one who 

works as the development driver of a brand with the motto 

“Progress Through Technology.” Yet Stippler, who started 

racing an Alfetta at just 18 and still competes in about half 

a dozen historic events a year, is convinced that driving old 

machines gives him greater mechanical sensitivity.

At Audi, Stippler focuses on production vehicles wearing 

the S, R, or RS designation, as well as the company’s race 

cars. His work begins six months prior to production, often 

on the Nürburgring. By that point, most of the engineering 

has already been completed, but Stippler insists the opinion 

of a knowledgeable driver is just as important. “In the very 

end, cars are still driven and enjoyed by human beings, not 

computers.” PHOTOGRAPH BY BERND KAMMERER

THE OLD PRO
F R A N K  S T I P P L E R | R A C E  A N D  D E V E L O P M E N T  D R I V E R ,  A U D I  S P O R T
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THE COMMUTER
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D
rew Cattell hadn’t even been born when big-block Chevelles 

and Camaros ruled stoplights. To develop new performance 

Chevys, he references something more personal and imme-

diate: go-karts. “That’s always in the back of my mind, the respon-

siveness of a kart,” he says. 

Cattell started karting as a teen in Georgia—before he’d driven a 

car on a public road—and still races in sprint and endurance events. 

“I love the 3:00 a.m. stint, when you come back from an hour and a 

half or two hours of sleep and have to switch it on right away.”

To imbue much larger, more complicated vehicles, like the new 

Camaro ZL1, with shifter-kart immediacy, Cattell and his team rely 

heavily on computer-aided engineering and kinematics measure-

ments. “If you just go by the seat-of-your-pants feel, you’d be lost.” 

Cattell, who just earned a master’s degree in mechanical engineer-

ing, admits, “What got me into engineering was the desire to stay 

involved with racing.” He’s getting the opportunity: He recently took 

the ZL1 on the Nürburgring and recorded a blistering 7:29.60 lap.

PHOTOGRAPH BY MARC URBANO

THE KART KING
D R E W  C A T T E L L

V E H I C L E  P E R F O R M A N C E  
E N G I N E E R ,  C H E V R O L E T 

S
enior-level engineers often spend more time in confer-

ence rooms than in cars. Not Mark Stanton. He’s a Jag-

uar veteran and was named director of the company’s 

new performance subbrand, but he still logs many miles at Jag-

uar’s track adjacent to his office in Gaydon, and then drives 100 

miles east to a family residence in northern Essex. He eschews 

highways for the narrow roads that wind across the rolling 

green countryside, stringing together villages. Stanton expects 

a car, even a 575-hp brute like the F-type SVR, to feel at home 

through the ribbons of roadway in the West Midlands. “Steer-

ing is the first and most important attribute,” he notes.

You’d expect a Jaguar man to be a traditionalist. Yet Stan-

ton is emphatic in his embrace of new technology. He pro-

fesses preference for automatic transmissions—“these days 

the experience is as rewarding as with a manual”—and has 

led efforts to incorporate virtual engineering and simulation 

into Jaguar’s development process. That said, he relies on his 

time behind the wheel to ensure his cars feel like they should. 

“Other car manufacturers have changed their product phi-

losophies over the years, but our commitment to emotion and  

performance has simply evolved.”

PHOTOGRAPH BY AMY SHORE
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Laser Measured FloorLinerTM

§   Accurately and completely lines  

the interior carpet
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rigid core strength and bottom  

surface friction 
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Cocoa for Select Applications.
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designed to trap water, road salt,  
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§  Complete trunk and cargo  
area protection

§  Digitally designed for each  
application

§  Remains flexible under  
temperature extremes
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Available in Black, Tan, Grey and  
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§ Mounts-In-Minutes™

§  Protect your vehicle’s most vulnerable 
rust area

§ Installs without tire/wheel removal

§   No drilling into the vehicle’s fragile  
metal surface 

Available for Trucks and SUVs 

Custom Built to Follow the 

Contours of Your Vehicle

No-Drill MudFlaps



§  Sleek, low profile design

§  Reduces wind noise and allows  

interior heat to escape

Truck Bed

Ridged Bed Liner

WeatherTech
TechLiner

Truck Bed Cross Section

§ Flexible and durable

§ No messy sprays or drilling needed

§ 100% recyclable, odorless material

§ Chemical and UV resistant 

TechLiner ® also works well under rigid  

bed liners to protect against paint wear
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Cargo Containment System

§  Super grippy underside helps 

keep cargo in place

§  Works with WeatherTech®

AVM® Cargo Mat, Cargo Liner 

or existing vehicle carpet or 

flooring

Hitch Mounted  
Bumper Protection

§  Protect your bumper from  
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ANTICIPAZIONE
THE A LFA W E’V E BEEN WA ITING FOR IS GR EAT. 

W ILL TH AT BE GOOD ENOUGH? 

B Y  M A X  P R I N C E  |  P H O T O G R A P H Y  B Y  A L E X  B E R N S T E I N
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OU DRIVE SOMETHING BUILT IN A 

place called Piedmonte San Germano, a 

machine Internet-famous for twice set-

ting Nürburgring lap records, a car that 

makes noises like a ripping trombone 

from hell and has a legion of Roman 

cavalry under the hood, that swims in 

flamboyant red-metallic paint, and you 

expect to get some attention. Not the Who stampede, neces-

sarily. But gas-station curiosity, a nod, a thumbs-up, a sar-

donic “That thing got a Hemi?” stoplight exchange. I spent an 

entire day bombing around Northern California, then lapping 

Sonoma Raceway, in an Alfa Romeo Giulia Quadrifoglio, one 

of the first examples off the boat. We covered a fair distance. 

We might’ve even done a burnout or seven. And we got noth-

ing. Nada. Nobody seemed to notice.

Maybe Napa Valley was the wrong crowd. Or maybe they’d 

forgotten what an Alfa Romeo looks like. After all, the company 

hasn’t sold a four-door here since 1995, when it discontinued 

the front-drive 164. The all-new Giulia represents Alfa Romeo’s 

return to our market en masse, a crucial proposition for a sto-

ried badge struggling to justify its continued existence. On these 

pages is the Quadrifoglio variant, the rear-drive Italian super-

sedan we’ve been waiting decades for, 

a halo car to make believers of the her-

etics and disillusioned. If it’s a turd, 

the brand, at least as a purveyor of 

enthusiast vehicles, is probably sunk.

So the Quadrifoglio comes packing heat. Driving the rear 

axle is an aluminum, twin-turbocharged, direct-injected 2.9-

liter V-6 unique to the model. It’s certified for 505 hp at 6500 

rpm and 443 lb-ft of torque, available between 2500 and 5500 

rpm. Quadrifoglio trim also brings trick torque vectoring, 

Brembo brakes, 19-inch forged wheels, Pirelli P Zero Corsa 

rubber, an active front splitter, a composite rear wickerbill, 

and carbon fiber for the hood, roof, driveshaft, rocker mold-

ings, and optional Sparco seat shells. Unfortunately, it doesn’t 

bring the six-speed manual we’d been promised would be stan-

dard in the States.

First, some background. The man behind the Giulia Quadri-

foglio, Philippe Krief, comes from Ferrari. In 2013, while serv-

ing as chassis engineer on the 458 Speciale, he got a call from 

Fiat Chrysler Automobiles CEO Sergio Marchionne. The brief: 

Take up at Alfa Romeo, quietly assemble a skunkworks team, 

and deliver “something totally different” to the fast-sedan 

market in two years and two months. The handpicked group 

started work on the Quadrifoglio that spring.

Unsurprisingly, the finished product screams Maranello. The 

engine fires via push button on a smallish, flat-bottom steer-

ing wheel that looks like it’s straight out of Ferrari’s parts bin. 

The swooping, sculpted dash recalls that company’s modern 

berlinettas. Ditto the cockpit’s minimalist 

blend of midgrade leather and Alcantara, 

carbon accents, and a pop of contrast stitch-

ing. Materials aren’t up to BMW standards, 

much less Mercedes’s or Audi’s, but the 

trade-off comes in ride quality. Here, Krief 

brought over the 488 GTB’s ace bumpy-road 

setting. When engaged, it electronically 

slackens the adjustable dampers, even in 

more aggressive drive modes. The result, in 

almost every situation, is a level of compli-

ance the current M3 can’t match.

That’s a big win. Alfa has BMW dead to 

rights on power, too. Giving up some in dis-

placement, the Quadrifoglio does feel lag-

gier and occasionally gutless at low speeds 

around town. But boost comes on predict-

ably, and once you feed it some revs . . . 

mercy. This engine is an absolute monster, 

a bassy, brappy suitcase nuke that begs to 

This engine is an absolute monster, a bassy, brappy 
suitcase nuke that begs to be chased up the tach. 
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be chased up the tach. It pulls like crazy anywhere above 3800 

rpm, delivering a sternum punch in the midrange. The top-end 

wallop is simply a league beyond the 425-hp M3.

Maybe you’re wondering how Alfa Romeo developed a 

boosted six to match BMW, the grand pooh-bah of boosted

sixes, in less than three years. By no coincidence whatsoever, the 

Quadrifoglio’s engine architecture, right down 

to the bore measurements, 90-degree angle, 

and two turbochargers bolted to cast-in exhaust 

manifolds, mimics Ferrari’s F154-code V-8. Put 

another way: The company took a 488 GTB 

lump, knocked off two cylinders, massaged the 

packaging, cranked boost to 35 psi, then stuffed 

it between the Giulia’s bulbous fenders. One Ital-

ian engineer relayed a company line, calling the 

new V-6 “Ferrari-derived,” with comically expres-

sive air quotes and a gorgonzola-eating grin.

These people are nothing if not lovable.

Given space to stretch its legs around Sonoma’s 

NASCAR road course, where the peaky torque 

curve doesn’t matter, the Quadrifoglio was a riot. The chassis 

is neutral and playful, far more approachable than the ballistic 

rear-drive Germans. Oversteer does come in early and often. 

But the Quadrifoglio’s breakaway is so predictable, so easily 

corrected, any doofus with moderate seat time would feel com-

fortable switching off stability control, trail braking deep, and 

backing the rear end into corners.

About those brakes: They’re bonkers. The 

optional hair-trigger carbon-ceramics are sized 

15.4 inches front and 14.2 inches rear. When 

equipped, Alfa Romeo claims a 60-to-0-mph 

stopping distance of 102 feet, which would 

make it better than the last Porsche 911 GT3 

RS we tested. It seems believable, and while the 

pedal gets deeper after a few laps, performance 

doesn’t appear to fade at all. Which is comfort-

ing, because Alfa also says the Quadrifoglio will 

do 191 mph. There is no factory top-speed lim-

iter. La dolce freakin’ vita.

Still, the car isn’t without warts. The engine 

2017 Alfa Romeo  
Giulia Quadrifoglio

price $70,000 (est)

engine dohc 24-valve 

2.9-liter twin-turbo v-6

peak output 505 hp @ 

6500 rpm, 443 lb-ft  

@ 2500–5500 rpm

transmission 8-speed 

automatic, rwd

l x w x h 182.6 x 73.7 x 56.1 in

weight 3800 lb

0–60 mph 3.8 sec

top speed 191 mph

on sale now
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might be genuine Scuderia, but the electric 

power steering comes from a can: same deli-

cate weighting and wicked-quick ratio you’d 

expect in a Ferrari, but without the brilliant tactility and feed-

back. The result isn’t unpleasant, just less rewarding and a bit 

cheap, like Cool Whip or a good cover band. While the ZF eight-

speed transmission works well enough, it’s still an automatic 

in a driver-focused package begging for three pedals. Also, the 

U.S.-spec Giulia weighs some 3800 pounds, and no amount of 

speed can obfuscate that chunkiness. You can’t help feeling that 

this car isn’t as light on its feet or as engaging 

as it could be. The experience is just shy of the 

grappa-fueled punching contest we wanted. 

It’s frustrating. Not because the Giulia Quadrifoglio isn’t great, 

but because it should be incredible.

Then there’s the matter of sales. Alfa Romeo has 154 deal-

ers in the U.S., more than half the network size of Mercedes. 

It sounds promising, until you realize 70 percent of those are 

pop-ups at existing Fiat franchises. (The other 30 percent are 

Maserati add-ons.) For a brand positioning itself as premium—

the base model, four-cylinder Giulia starts 

at about $40,000—operating out of Fiat’s 

back door seems a bit like slinging Rolexes 

at a beeper emporium. Company reps insist 

they can swing it and anticipate most sales 

coming from converts, not recidivous Alfisti. 

If so, good for Alfa. Our guess is the scheme 

will present problems.

None of this detracts from what Krief and 

his team have achieved. In a nearly impos-

sible time frame, they delivered a machine 

that, while not as polished as the compe-

tition and obviously compromised from 

its original form, will pants the Germans 

around plenty of racetracks. In the realm 

of fast sedans, a somewhat stagnant and 

largely iterative embarrassment of riches, 

the Giulia Quadrifoglio is a compelling 

alternative. Topography-shifting burnouts 

and a whole lot more await those willing to 

take a chance. You just wonder if anybody 

will even notice. ■

The Giulia’s cabin flashes the style 
and cut of fine Italian tailoring, but 

materials feel decidedly off-the-rack.
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READY-TO-BOLT-ON

FOR THE CONDITIONS YOU DRIVE IN

FIND THEFIND THEFIND THE

FOR THE CONDITIONS YOU DRIVE INFOR THE CONDITIONS YOU DRIVE INFOR THE CONDITIONS YOU DRIVE IN

FIND THEFIND THE
RIGHT WINTER TIRERIGHT WINTER TIRERIGHT WINTER TIRERIGHT WINTER TIRERIGHT WINTER TIRERIGHT WINTER TIRERIGHT WINTER TIRERIGHT WINTER TIRERIGHT WINTER TIRERIGHT WINTER TIRERIGHT WINTER TIRERIGHT WINTER TIRE

WINTER TIRESWINTER TIRESWINTER TIRESWINTER TIRESWINTER TIRESWINTER TIRES

’16 Ford F-150 4WD SuperCab
265/70R-17 General Grabber Arctic 

17x8 Black Rock 937 Type 8P Steel

’16 Cadillac ATS 2.0L Turbo AWD
225/45R-17 Bridgestone Blizzak WS80

17x7.5 Sport Edition P2

’16 Cadillac ATS 2.0L Turbo AWD ’17 A4 2.0T Quattro Premium
225/50R-17 Michelin X-Ice Xi3

17x7.5 Andros Spec L

’17 A4 2.0T Quattro Premium’16 Hyundai Elantra GT
195/65R-15 Michelin X-Ice Xi3

15x6.5 Steel Wheels with Wheel Covers

Call our sales specialists or shop by vehicle at www.tirerack.com/winter

Build Your Own at www.tirerack.com/snowSAMPLE PACKAGES

WHAT ABOUT TPMS?
If your vehicle is equipped with a direct tire pressure monitoring system, we can 
recommend wheels that are compatible with its sensors. An extra set of sensors is 
also available for most systems, and can arrive pre-installed on your package!

Tire Rack’s Winter Tire & Wheel Packages make changing to winter 
tires easy and effi cient. These high quality, vehicle-specifi c 
fi tments arrive ready to bolt on your vehicle. 

Packages include free scratchless mounting and free 
Hunter Road Force™ balancing. Plus, all necessary 
hardware is included at no additional cost!

tires easy and effi cient. These high quality, vehicle-specifi c 

Call our sales specialists or shop 

888-371-8473 M-F 8am-8pm EST
SAT 9am-4pm EST

©2016 Tire Rack

Functional Footwear. For Your Vehicle.

WHAT ABOUT TPMS?



 O.Z.   Superturismo Dakar 

 20  21 

 O.Z.   O.Z.   Aspen HLT 

 20  21 

 RADIUS   WI15 

 16  17  18 

 RADIUS   WI16 

 16  17 

 RADIUS   WI02 

 15  16  17  18 

 O.Z.   Leggera HLT 

 18  19  20 

 O.Z.   Italia 150 

 17  18  19 

 O.Z.   Formula HLT 

 17  18  19 

 Advanti DST   HY Hybris 

 19  20 

 ASA   AR1 

 16  17  18 

 O.Z.   Alleggerita HLT 

 16  17  18 

 M.T.   MT9 Cibriano 

 17  18 

 Enkei Tuning   TX5 

 17  18 

 ACHTUNG   DM88 

 17  18 

 ACHTUNG   DM15 

 18  19 

 ANDROS   Spec S 

 17  18 

 O.Z.   Ultraleggera HLT 

 19  20 

 Advanti   Rasato 

 17  18  19  20 

 Sparco   Assetto Gara 

 14  15  16  17  18 

 Bremmer Kraft   BR14 

 18  19 

 Sparco   Pro Corsa 

 17  18 

 Bremmer Kraft   BR15 

 17  18 

 Sparco   Trofeo 5 

 17  18 

 M.T.   MT8 Ovella 

 17  18  19 

Enter your vehicle at tirerack.com 

to experience one-click access to 

everything that fi ts it.

What About TPMS?
We can assist you in selecting 

wheels that are compatible 

with your vehicle’s sensors. 

We also offer an extra set of 

sensors for all TPMS systems, so your 

tire and wheel package can arrive with 

sensors already installed.

See Them on Your Vehicle!

ONX
17  18  20

M52
15  16  17  18

X-Over
17  18  20

¨BRAKES SUSPENSION

888-371-8473 M-F 8am-8pm EST
SAT 9am-4pm EST

©2016 Tire Rack

A HUGE SELECTION OF OVER 1,300 DIFFERENT WHEELS

What About TPMS?

See Them on Your Vehicle!See Them on Your Vehicle!



EGARDING JOHN MILTON’S masterpiece, Paradise 

Lost, literary critic Samuel Johnson wrote, “None 

ever wished it longer than it is.” One could not say 

the same thing about American luxury-car interiors 

of the past few decades. With a few livery-market or export-only 

exceptions, neither Chrysler, Cadillac, nor Lincoln has recently 

offered the expansive rear-seat experience the rest of the world 

takes for granted in a prestige sedan.

This new Continental, by contrast, brings to mind a 1956 adver-

tisement for the Lincoln Premiere: “Never before a Lincoln so 

long . . . and so longed for!” The front half of the car is a deriva-

tion of the Ford CD4 platform familiar from the current Fusion, 

but there’s nearly 10 inches of additional length, much of it 

behind the B-pillar. It has not gone to waste. 

Grasp the massive, polished loop of the electromechanical 

latch that stands proud of the door, and step into the back seat. 

Our Reserve-trim test car, which sits below Black Label but 

above the base Premiere and midtier Select trims, has optional 

power-reclining rear outboard seats with four-way lumbar sup-

port, as well as heating and cooling. The center seat folds down 

PHOTOGRAPHY BY EVAN KLEIN

R
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RETURN FLIGHT

LINCOLN BR INGS BACK A MER ICA N LU X U RY IN A BIG WAY.
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to expose a comprehensive control console. Using that and the 

door-mounted controls, the Very Important Person in the right 

rear corner can move the front passenger seat (if vacant), oper-

ate the rear sunshades, adjust cabin temperature, command the 

audio system, and manipulate the opaque fabric 

shade beneath the massive dual-pane moonroof.

During my three-day weekend with the Conti-

nental, I experienced considerable difficulty get-

ting any of my friends to ride up front with me. 

Given a glimpse of the first-class cabin behind 

the driver, each of my passengers demanded that 

they sit in back while I drove them. One sug-

gested I wear some sort of cap while doing so. 

The most demanding VIP of all was my seven-

year-old son, John. He immediately mastered the 

full range of rear-seat control possibilities, to my immense sor-

row, and pointed out that it is possible to lay the front passenger 

chair down to serve as a footrest. No Shanghai tycoon was ever 

a more peremptory or capricious tyrant to his valet, but I was 

pleased to have him back there, guarded by the vault-thick, soft-

closing doors and an airbag-equipped shoulder belt. 

Continental owners who insist on driving themselves will 

find a separate but equal share of luxury. Optional 30-way 

front seats offer individual adjustments for left 

and right thigh support, as well as multiple mas-

sage settings, but the greatest luxury is the Revel 

Ultima audio system, also optional, which alter-

nately bellows and whispers through 19 speak-

ers. The decadent-looking machined-metal 

speaker grilles in the front doors, with a per-

foration pattern reportedly inspired by George 

Harrison’s “Here Comes the Sun,” would not be 

out of place in a Maybach or Phantom. This is a 

hell of a sound system, capable of isolating the 

marimba part in Vampire Weekend’s “Horchata” so that the 

instrument appears to float in the air above the steering wheel. 

I found this out because my son played that song seven times in 

a row, for his sadistic amusement.

Lincoln Continental 

Reserve AWD 

price $60,105

powertrain 

3.0-liter twin-turbo 

v-6, 400 hp, 400 lb-ft; 

awd, 6-speed automatic

weight 4250 lb

on sale now
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Having gotten his fill of East Village 

Afro-pop, John turned down the ste-

reo and inquired, “What’s that clunk?” 

It took me a minute to realize that he 

was referring to the turn-signal noise. 

It’s a solid tick-tock that sounds like 

a six-ounce weight moving back and 

forth in the steering column. Another 

detail thoroughly sweated, just like 

the climate control’s special low-noise 

auto mode, the real wood in the dash-

board, and the way the car “wakes up” 

as you walk to it at night with the key 

in your pocket, the front and rear mark-

ers sweeping on while crosshair-logo 

puddle lights illuminate the ground 

beneath the front doors. 

Premiere models are powered by the 

3.7-liter, 305-hp Duratec V-6 that we know (and like) from 

the Mustang. Front-wheel drive is standard; all-wheel drive is 

a $2000 option. Move up to Select, and the 2.7-liter, 335-hp 

twin-turbo six from the Fusion becomes available. In Reserve 

and Black Label, you can get a 3.0-liter variant of that engine. 

It’s unique to Lincoln, rated at 400 hp, and available only with 

all-wheel drive.

Perhaps the most refreshing aspect of this new Lincoln is the 

utter lack of pretense to racetrack or autobahn prowess. For too 

long, domestic luxury manufacturers have paid lip service to 

the ridiculous idea that full-size sedans should corner like Cor-

vettes, no matter what the cost in ride, interior noise, or passen-

ger space. The Continental is free of these misapprehensions, so 

spring for the 400-horse drivetrain; you will not be plagued by 

spoilers, splitters, SCCA-spec damping, or rubber-band tires. 

You will simply get proper “Hot Rod Lincoln” thrust. 

Which is not to say that the motor overpowers the chassis. 

Neck-straining launches from stoplights are free from torque 

steer. Grip and balance are remarkably good, at least for a big 

sedan with most of its weight up front. Floor the throttle mid-

corner, and the outside front wheel will pull you from apex to 

exit in a manner that reminds me of nothing so much as an old 

Honda Prelude Type SH. 

There are a few rough edges. Lane-keeping assist is not up 

to the standards set by Mercedes or even Acura, while the col-

lision detection is alternately paranoid and disinterested. The 

availability of a low-content Continental for $45,485, versus 

$75,320 for our test car or just over $80,000 for a fully loaded 

Black Label, is inconsistent with the goal of making it a properly 

exclusive flagship. So is Lincoln’s decision to put a bowdlerized 

version of this fascia on the smaller MKZ. 

But these are quibbles. When properly (meaning expen-

sively) optioned and configured, the Continental is easily the 

best and most competitive American luxury sedan in four 

decades. The difficulty will be getting buyers to look past the 

default German brands, as well as Lexus. In a perfect world, 

the Lincoln brand would be rescued, or at least burnished, 

by this fine effort, yet I am reminded of another comment by 

Samuel Johnson regarding Milton: “Success and virtue do not 

go necessarily together.” —JACK BARUTH

The thrones up front offer a preposterous level 
of adjustability wrapped in Bridge of Weir 

leather, and still everyone wants to ride in back.

When properly (meaning expensively) optioned and 
configured, the Continental is easily the best and most 

competitive American luxury sedan in four decades.
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BMW since 1974. MINI since 2002.

800.535.2002 | BAVauto.com

n Free shipping over $150 (most orders)

n Free DIY video guides
n Free color catalog 

BMW & MINI parts
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HOME THE  
BRAVE

Put their warrior experience to 
work for your company.  

Contact us at: findwwp.org
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OW DO YOU MAKE A CAMARO FASTER? That ques-

tion has been the obsession of grimy-fingered enthu-

siasts for half a century. And for 50 years, simply 

adding power was the answer for most. But fast cars 

are different beasts than they were in 1967, and horsepower isn’t 

the silver bullet it used to be.

“We’re seeing diminishing returns from the development 

money spent chasing power,” says Camaro chief engineer Al 

Oppenheiser. “Even mid-size sedans come with 500 hp these 

days. People are realizing it’s not about power anymore; it’s 

about chemistry.”

Oppenheiser’s latest Camaro champions chemistry. As in 

years past, 1LE is a bargain-price options package that maxi-

mizes the braking, cornering, cooling, and aerodynamic prow-

ess of a manual-transmission Camaro. Now, for the first time, 

a form of the 1LE package is available for V-6 cars as well as 

V-8s. It’s all tied together with meticulous tuning and a matte-

black hood. And it works. Chevy says an SS 1LE is quicker 

around Mazda Raceway Laguna Seca than the outgoing ZL1 

despite being down 125 hp.

To make that speed happen, Oppenheiser’s team robbed 

from the GM parts bin. The SS 1LE mates a standard 455-

hp V-8 with the ZL1’s electronically controlled limited-slip 

differential and magnetorheological dampers, plus eyeball-

bursting six-piston Brembos up front. During our time with 

him on the 1LE media launch, Oppenheiser bragged about the 

hundreds of wind-tunnel hours his team spent tweaking the 

car’s chin splitter. The 1LE combines go-fast parts like some 

speedy Voltron, conjoined for intergalactic clashes with sport 

coupes costing far more.

H
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CHEMISTRY LESSON

A TR ACK-SPECI A L CA M A RO, NOW W ITH YOU R CHOICE OF CATA LYSTS.



To wit, Chevy brought a BMW M4 Compe-

tition Package to the 1LE’s media launch pro-

gram at Spring Mountain, a sun-drenched 

circuit tucked in the desert outside Las Vegas. 

Trying the two cars back-to-back affirms 

Oppenheiser’s intentions; the V-8 1LE costs 

$27,545 less than the M4 but eats its lunch on 

track. The Chevy blasts through Spring Moun-

tain’s faster bends with confidence the M4 

lacks. Steering is weighty and instant. Pointing 

the Camaro quickly requires firm, badminton-

like wrist flicks, and the car rewards you with 

seemingly endless grip on turn-in.

Entering a slalom on the track’s back straight, 

I buried the 1LE’s throttle and slammed the 

car through five cones flat out, a feat the M4 

couldn’t match without unsettling its tail. 

Much of the 1LE’s advantage in situations like that is likely 

down to its dampers and its Goodyear tires, chunky 285-sec-

tion fronts and 305-section rears that the car shares with the 

upcoming ZL1. But the 1LE’s tires don’t 

suffer from the ZL1’s 650-hp fusion 

reactor, and the less powerful Camaro 

ends up feeling like it has an abundance 

of rubber. What’s more, all that parts sharing 

helped cut cost: Spec sheet for spec sheet, the 

V-8 1LE is essentially a budget ZL1. At only 

$6500 more than an SS, the package is a no-

brainer if you have the cash.

As for the V-6 1LE, it doesn’t feel as razor-

sharp as the V-8. It’s “just” a Camaro SS chas-

sis carrying fewer cylinders and 300 fewer 

pounds, prodded to pace by Chevy’s sleight of 

hand. But the car is a sweetheart. That six sings 

with a tenor’s voice, and there’s a sliver—1500 

revs or so—at the top of the tach that vibrates 

your toes like tuning forks. On track, it’s toss-

able, adjustable, lovable. Like the V-8, it’ll 

run laps all day without flinching, but the six 

burns far less gas, brake pad, and tire. Forgive 

my indulgence in an old car-review trope, but 

given the choice, I’d have the V-6 in my garage. Probably. Or 

maybe the V-8, if desert highway ran from my house to a track. 

Okay, both. —KYLE KINARD
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Chevrolet Camaro 

 1LS V-6 1LE

price $32,895

powertrain 3.6-liter v-6,  

335 hp, 284 lb-ft; rwd, 

6-speed manual

weight 3500 lb

0–60 mph 5.2 sec

on sale now

Chevrolet Camaro SS 1LE 

price $44,400

powertrain 6.2-liter v-8,  

455 hp, 455 lb-ft; rwd,  

6-speed manual

weight 3800 lb

0–60 mph 4.2 sec   

on sale now

On track, the V-6 1LE is tossable, adjustable, lovable. 
Like the V-8, it’ll run laps all day without flinching, 

but the six burns far less gas, brake pad, and tire.
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LIMIT 6 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 5/3/17. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

LIMIT 7 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 5/3/17. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

LIMIT 3 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 5/3/17. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

SUPER

COUPON

SUPER

COUPON

SUPER

COUPON

How Does Harbor Freight 
Sell GREAT QUALITY Tools 

at the LOWEST Prices?

We have invested millions 
of dollars in our own 
state-of-the-art quality test 
labs and millions more in 
our factories, so our tools 
will go toe-to-toe with the 
top professional brands. 
And we can sell them for a 
fraction of the price because 
we cut out the middle man 
and pass the savings on to 
you. It’s just that simple! 
Come visit one of our 
700+ Stores Nationwide.

20%
OFFANY 

SINGLE 
ITEM

WOWSUPER 
COUPON
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presented. Valid through 5/3/17. Limit one coupon per customer per day.
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presented. Valid through 5/3/17. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

LIMIT 5 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 5/3/17. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

LIMIT 7 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
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Limit 1 coupon per customer per day.  Save 20% on any 1 item 
purchased. *Cannot be used with other discount, coupon or any of the 
following items or brands: Inside Track Club membership, Extended 
Service Plan, gift card, open box item, 3 day Parking Lot Sale item, 
automotive lifts, compressors, fl oor jacks, saw mills, storage cabinets, 
chests or carts, trailers, trenchers, welders, Admiral, Badland, Bremen, 
CoverPro, Creekstone, Daytona, Diablo, Doyle, Drummond, Earthquake, 
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VALID            ON 5,000+ ITEMSNOW

ITEM  69675/69728/63090/63089
CALIFORNIA ONLY 

ITEM  69676/69729/63080/63079 shown 

Customer Rating

LIMIT 5 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 

800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 

purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 

Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 

presented. Valid through 5/3/17. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

WOW SUPER COUPON

Customer Rating

72" x 80"
MOVING BLANKET

ITEM  66537 shown

69505 /62418

comp at $17 .97 
$599

SAVE 
66%

$899 $899

4000 PEAK/
3200 RUNNING WATTS

6.5 HP (212 CC) 
GAS GENERATORS

Customer Rating

$28999

SUPER

   QUIET

comp at 
$469

• 70 dB 
noise 
level

$33999 3399

Wheel kit sold separately.

$2499 $2499 SAVE 
42%

SAVE 
79%

 3 TON HEAVY DUTY 
STEEL JACK STANDS 

ITEM 61196
69597

38846 shown

$1999 
comp at $34 .99 

$999 

comp at $49

 20 OZ. GRAVITY FEED 
SPRAY GUN 

ITEM  47016 shown
 67181/62300

Customer Rating

$1599 $15$ 99 

SAVE 
$215

Customer Rating

$19999 19999 comp at 
$369.99

$15499 

 20 TON 
SHOP PRESS 

ITEM  32879
60603  shown

• Pair of Arbor 
Plates Included

$37999 37999 comp at 
$1029 .99 

$34999 

 44", 13 DRAWER 
INDUSTRIAL QUALITY 

ROLLER CABINET 

• Weighs 
245 lbs.

SAVE 
$60

SAVE 
$179

ITEM     69387
62744/63271

68784 shown

Customer Rating

$5999 

comp at 
$119 .99 

 RAPID PUMP® 1.5 TON 
ALUMINUM RACING JACK 

• 3-1/2 Pumps Lifts 
Most Vehicles

• Weighs 34 lbs.

 ITEM  69252/62160/62496
62516/68053/60569 shown

SAVE 
$680 $8999 $89$ 99 

Customer Rating

Customer Rating

comp at $269

 1 TON CAPACITY 
FOLDABLE

SHOP CRANE 
ITEM 69512/61858

69445 shown• Includes 
Ram, Hook 
and Chain

$9999
$17999 $17999 

1/2" ELECTRIC 
IMPACT WRENCH

ITEM 
69606/61173

68099 shown

comp at $149.88

$3999 

Customer Rating

$4999 $4949$ 99 

SAVE 
$72

ITEM  62234
61917 shown 

Customer Rating

$9999 $99$ 99 

$6999 
comp at 

$142.97• 1250 lb. capacity 

VEHICLE 
POSITIONING 

WHEEL DOLLY

$2199 $21$ 99 

SAVE 
66%

comp at 
$29.99

 TORQUE WRENCH ES

YOUR CHOICE

$999 

• Accuracy 
within ±4%

DRIVE ITEM 

1/4" 2696/61277

3/8" 807/61276

1/2" 62431/239
Item 239 
shown

LIMIT 4 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 

800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 

purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 

Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 

presented. Valid through 5/3/17. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

WOW SUPER COUPON

Customer Rating
SAVE 
$140

$19999 19999

 301 PIECE

 MECHANIC'S TOOL KIT

$15999

comp at $299 .99 

ITEM  69312/45951 shown

SAVE 
85%

SAVE 
74%

  1/4" AIR ANGLE
 DIE GRINDER 

ITEM 62439/69945/32046 shown

comp at 
$69.98

$999 

$1499 $14$ 99 

Customer Rating

$1899 $181899 comp at 
$49.99

 HIGH SPEED METAL SAW 
ITEM   60568/62541/91753 shown

$1299 

SAVE 
$169

SAVE 
$109

LIMIT 5 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 

800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 

purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 

Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 

presented. Valid through 5/3/17. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

WOW SUPER COUPON

SAVE 
$129

$8999 $8999

RETRACTABLE AIR HOSE REEL

WITH 3/8" x 50 FT. HOSE
ITEM  93897 shown

69265 /62344

$5999comp at $189

Customer Rating

Customer Rating

LIMIT 6 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 5/3/17. Limit one coupon per customer per day.presented. Valid through 5/3/17. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

LIMIT 7 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling LIMIT 7 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 5/3/17. Limit one coupon per customer per day.presented. Valid through 5/3/17. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

LIMIT 3 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling LIMIT 3 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 5/3/17. Limit one coupon per customer per day.presented. Valid through 5/3/17. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

We have invested millions 
of dollars in our own of dollars in our own 
state-of-the-art quality test state-of-the-art quality test 
labs and millions more in labs and millions more in 
our factories, so our tools our factories, so our tools 
will go toe-to-toe with the will go toe-to-toe with the 
top professional brands. top professional brands. 
And we can sell them for a And we can sell them for a 
fraction of the price because fraction of the price because 
we cut out the middle man we cut out the middle man 
and pass the savings on to and pass the savings on to 
you. It’s just that simple! you. It’s just that simple! 
Come visit one of our Come visit one of our 
700700+ Stores Nationwide.

LIMIT 5 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 5/3/17. Limit one coupon per customer per day.presented. Valid through 5/3/17. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

LIMIT 5 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 

800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 

800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 

purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 

purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 

Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 

Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 

presented. Valid through 5/3/17. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

presented. Valid through 5/3/17. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

72" x 80"
MOVING BLANKETMOVING BLANKET

 3 TON HEAVY DUTY 
STEEL JACK STANDS STEEL JACK STANDS 

 20 OZ. GRAVITY FEED 
SPRAY GUN SPRAY GUN 

 44", 13 DRAWER  44", 13 DRAWER 
INDUSTRIAL QUALITY INDUSTRIAL QUALITY 

ROLLER CABINET ROLLER CABINET 

99 

 TORQUE WRENCH ES

LIMIT 4 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 

800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 

800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 

purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 

purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 

Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 

Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 

presented. Valid through 5/3/17. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

presented. Valid through 5/3/17. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

 301 PIECE

 MECHANIC'S TOOL KIT MECHANIC'S TOOL KIT

LIMIT 5 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 

800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 

800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 

purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 

purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 

Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 

Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 

presented. Valid through 5/3/17. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

presented. Valid through 5/3/17. Limit one coupon per customer per day.
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SUPER COUPON

LIMIT 1 - Cannot be used with other discount, coupon or prior 
purchase. Coupon good at our stores, HarborFreight.com or by 
calling 800-423-2567. Offer good while supplies last. Shipping 
& Handling charges may apply if not picked up in-store. Non-
transferable. Original coupon must be presented. Valid through 
5/3/17. Limit one FREE GIFT coupon per customer per day.

FREE
WITH ANY PURCHASE

LIMIT 4 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 5/3/17. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

LIMIT 7 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 5/3/17. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

SUPER

COUPON

SUPER

COUPON

SUPER

COUPON

LIMIT 3 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 5/3/17. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

WOWSUPER 
COUPON

LIMIT 5 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 5/3/17. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

LIMIT 3 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 800-
423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 5/3/17. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

WOW SUPER 
COUPON

• 100% Satisfaction Guaranteed

• Over 30 Million Satisfi ed Customers

• No Hassle Return Policy

• HarborFreight.com

• 800-423-2567

• 700+ Stores Nationwide

• Lifetime Warranty
On All Hand Tools

At Harbor Freight Tools, the "comp at" price means that the same 
item or a similar functioning item was advertised for sale at or 
above the "comp at" price by another retailer in the U.S. within the 
past 180 days. Prices advertised by others may vary by location. 
No other meaning of "comp at" should be implied. For more 
information, go to HarborFreight.com or see store associate.

SUPER

COUPON

SUPER

COUPON

SUPER

COUPON

SUPER

COUPON

SUPER

COUPON

LIMIT 5 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 5/3/17. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

LIMIT 9 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 5/3/17. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

LIMIT 7 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 5/3/17. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

LIMIT 4 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 5/3/17. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

LIMIT 3 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 5/3/17. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

LIMIT 5 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 5/3/17. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

SUPER

COUPON

SUPER

COUPON

LIMIT 4 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 5/3/17. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

SUPER

COUPON

LIMIT 4 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 5/3/17. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

Customer Rating

$17999 17999 

$14999 

 2.5 HP, 21 GALLON 
125 PSI VERTICAL 
AIR COMPRESSOR 

ITEM  69091/ 61454
61693/62803/67847 shown

comp at $497

SAVE 
$347

Customer Rating

$11999 11999 $8499 
comp at $199  

1 0" SLIDING COMPOUND 
MITER SAW 

ITEM 61971/61972
98199 shown

Customer Rating

SAVE 
$235

SAVE 
$114

Customer Rating

 30", 5 DRAWER 
TOOL CART 

$16499 

comp at 
$399 .99 

• 704 lb. capacity

ITEM  69397
 61427/63308

95272 shown

$18999 18999 

$39999 39999 
Customer Rating

comp at $752.99

$29999 

12,000 LB. ELECTRIC WINCH 
WITH REMOTE CONTROL AND 

AUTOMATIC BRAKE
ITEM   61256

61889
60813 shown

comp at 
$99

 18 VOLT CORDLESS 
3/8" DRILL/DRIVER AND 

FLASHLIGHT KIT 
ITEM     68287 shown

69652/62872/62869    

Includes one 
18V NiCd 

battery and 
charger.

$1999 

$2499 $24422$ 99 

Customer Rating

SAVE 
47%

SAVE 
57%

 MECHANIC'S SHOP TOWELS
PACK OF 50 

 ITEM 69649
61878/61837 

46163 shown

$999 
comp at 

$18.98$1299 $1212$ 99 

12 VOLT, 10/2/50 AMP
 BATTERY CHARGER/

ENGINE STARTER 

comp at $69 .99 

ITEM 60581/62334/60653 shown

$4999 $49494949$ 99 

$2999 

Customer Rating

4" MAGNETIC 
PARTS HOLDER

ITEM 62535 
90566 shown

comp at $5. 99 

$199 
$299 $2$$ 99 

Customer Rating

 LOW-PROFILE 
CREEPER 

comp at $79.99

ITEM  69262
69094/61916 

2745 shown

$1999 
19"

40"

SAVE 
75%

SAVE 
66% SAVE 

66%

SAVE 
$79

• 300 lb. 
capacity

Tools sold 
separately.

$2799 $2799 
$899 $8$$ 99 

Customer Rating

Customer Rating

comp at $17 .99 

$599 

 5 PIECE AUTO 
TRIM AND MOLDING 

TOOL SET 
ITEM  67021 

LIMIT 5 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 

800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 

purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 

Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 

presented. Valid through 5/3/17. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

WOW SUPER COUPON

Customer Rating$599 $599 SAVE 
73%

$399

  MECHANIC'S GLOVES

YOUR CHOICE

SIZE ITEM 

MED 62434/62426

LG 62433/62428

X-LG 62432/62429

Item
62429
shown

comp at $14.97

Customer Rating

$29999 29999 
SAVE 
$170

SAVE 
$453

$25999 
comp at 

$429 .99 

1195 LB. CAPACITY
4 FT. x 8 FT. FOLDABLE

HEAVY DUTY TRAILER

ITEM 62648 
  62666
90154 shown
• DOT 

certifi ed 
tires

LIMIT 4 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 

800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 

purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 

Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 

presented. Valid through 5/3/17. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

WOW SUPER COUPON

Customer Rating
$2999 $2999

STEP STOOL/

WORKING PLATFORM

ITEM 62515 

66911 shown

comp at $57 .55 

$1999

• 350 lb.

capacity

SAVE 
65%

SAVE 
$50

SAVE 
66%

$1799 $17$ 99 

ITEM 47257 shown
61585/62387

 6" DIGITAL CALIPER 

• SAE and metric

comp at 
$29 .99 

$999 

Includes two 1.5V SR44 
button cell batteries.

$10999 10999 Customer Rating

 90 AMP FLUX 
CORED WELDER 

comp at 
$149.99

$9999 

• No Gas 
Required

ITEM   61849/62719
68887 shown

3-1/2" SUPER BRIGHT

NINE LED ALUMINUM

FLASHLIGHT

ITEM 69052 shown
69111/62522/62573

VALUE

$497 

Customer Rating

FREE
WITH ANY PURCHASEWITH ANY PURCHASE

LIMIT 4 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 5/3/17. Limit one coupon per customer per day.presented. Valid through 5/3/17. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

LIMIT 7 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling LIMIT 7 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 5/3/17. Limit one coupon per customer per day.presented. Valid through 5/3/17. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

LIMIT 3 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 5/3/17. Limit one coupon per customer per day.presented. Valid through 5/3/17. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

LIMIT 5 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 5/3/17. Limit one coupon per customer per day.presented. Valid through 5/3/17. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

LIMIT 3 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 800-
423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 5/3/17. Limit one coupon per customer per day.presented. Valid through 5/3/17. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

 2.5 HP, 21 GALLON 
125 PSI VERTICAL 125 PSI VERTICAL 
AIR COMPRESSOR AIR COMPRESSOR 

399

12,000 LB. ELECTRIC WINCH 
WITH REMOTE CONTROL AND WITH REMOTE CONTROL AND 

AUTOMATIC BRAKEAUTOMATIC BRAKE

LIMIT 5 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 

800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 

800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 

purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 

purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 

Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 

Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 

presented. Valid through 5/3/17. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

presented. Valid through 5/3/17. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

  MECHANIC'S GLOVES

1195 LB. CAPACITY
4 FT. x 8 FT. 4 FT. x 8 FT. 

HEAVY DUTY TRAILERHEAVY DUTY TRAILER

LIMIT 4 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 

800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 

800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 

purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 

purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 

Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 

Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 

presented. Valid through 5/3/17. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

presented. Valid through 5/3/17. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

STEP STOOL/

WORKING PLATFORMWORKING PLATFORM

 6" DIGITAL CALIPER 

 90 AMP FLUX 
CORED WELDER CORED WELDER 

3-1/2" SUPER BRIGHT

NINE LED ALUMINUMNINE LED ALUMINUM

FLASHLIGHTFLASHLIGHT

109

49
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Accessories Available for 

Order Now: 800-441-6287
Canadian Customers
WeatherTech.ca

American Customers
WeatherTech.com

European Customers
WeatherTech.eu

Hitch Mounted Bumper Protection

See our full line of Automotive Accessories at WeatherTech.com

FloorLiner™

§ Provides “absolute interior protection™”

§  Laser measured to perfectly fit your vehicle 

§  Has channels to carry fluids and debris 

to a lower reservoir

§  Material provides soft touch top, rigid core 

strength and bottom surface friction

Cargo Liner

BumpStep®

No-Drill MudFlaps

© 2017 by MacNeil IP LLC© 2017 by MacNeil IP LLC

Accessories Available for Accessories Available for 

Order Now: 800-441-6287

Hitch Mounted Bumper Protection

See our full line of Automotive Accessories at WeatherTech.comSee our full line of Automotive Accessories at WeatherTech.com



OLD 

FAITHFUL

S H O P P I N G  W I T H  C O L I N , 
P A G E  8 6
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es, I know this is not Road & Truck magazine, 
yet I think we can all agree there is something 
undeniably special about vintage trucks. 
Although they were never fast or exciting when 
new, never the stuff of kids’ dreams, they were 

always there, in the background of life. Transporting, hauling, 
towing, delivering. Working. Long before trucks became 
leather-lined status symbols with designations like “Denali” 
or “King Ranch,” real trucks endeared themselves as faithful, 
purposeful companions. 

Now these humble trucks have become covetable. Pickups 
rolled off assembly lines by the millions, but most were run 
hard and put away wet, just like the horses they replaced. So 
finding a good vintage truck today is, in many cases, harder 
than finding good cars of the same era, even though production 
numbers would lead you to think otherwise. 

Among the most desirable of vintage trucks are the 1953–56 
Ford F-100s. Effies, as they’re called, were the evolution of 

Ford’s postwar F-1 Bonus Built half-ton trucks. Introduced for 
Ford’s golden anniversary in 1953, F-100s were groundbreaking 
not for what they could haul in their beds but for how they 
hauled what was in front—people. They were the first trucks 
designed with ergonomics in mind. Ford invested millions 
to create its “Driverized” cab, going so far as to use a life-
size mannequin known as the Measuring Man. It wasn’t just 
marketing hype; this was a truck with comfort on par with 
passenger cars of the day. The F-100 also had a much larger 
greenhouse than its predecessor and a stylish exterior. A 
milestone vehicle if there ever was one. 

Today, the best part about these second-gen F-series trucks, 
aside from their great looks, is their usability: They can operate 
comfortably at highway speed, with reassuring brakes and 
surprisingly competent handling, and still feel livable inside, 
even if they lack King Ranch creature comforts.

The challenge, of course, is finding a good one. “Imma 
gonna buy that there new pickup and store it away as a 

S H O P P I N G  W I T H  C O L I N

1955 FORD F-100
W HEN THE TOOLS BECOME THE TR A DE.

PHOTOGRAPHY BY ANDREW TRAHAN

Y
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WHAT TO LOOK FOR

originality Unmodified original trucks are exceedingly rare, 
making them the collector’s choice. The values reflect this. 
Decent but incorrect drivers trade in the $15,000 to $30,000 
range, while impressive original or properly restored stock 
examples have sold for two times that or more and are on the rise.

guts A six-cylinder was standard for 1953, and a 239 flathead 
V-8 was optional. For 1954, Ford’s new Y-block eight-cylinder, 
the company’s first modern overhead-valve engine, replaced the 
flathead as the top engine choice in various displacements. This 
engine gets a bad rap for oiling-system problems, much of it well 
deserved. A lack of oil changes will lead to plugged oil galleys that 
will then starve the top end of oil, literally running the valvetrain 
dry. An external feed kit was the period fix. Nowadays, Y-block 
specialists make internal modifications to increase the volume of 
oil to the top end, and modern detergent oils rarely coke up oil gal-
leys. 1953 was the first year for the optional Fordomatic transmis-

sion. A variety of manual transmissions were 
also available.

stuff you can hide, if you must Bolt-on 
upgrades are abundant and easy to reverse 
if needed. Electronic ignition, power brakes, 
better starting and charging systems, radial 
tires, and the like go a long way toward driving 
enjoyment without diminishing value. 

vital info Inside the glove-box door or 
driver’s doorjamb of any F-100 should be a 
data tag indicating the truck’s original color, 
engine, transmission, and rear-axle ratio. Make 
sure the tag’s serial number matches the one 
stamped on the truck, as data plates do get 
changed—sometimes in an effort to deceive.

easy to restore Effies, like most old trucks, 
are as basic as vehicles can get. Almost every 
part on them is readily available, right down to 
correct upholstery. Assuming you start with 
good bones, a restoration of an F-100 can be a 
fun experience that has a good chance of not 

leaving you upside down financially. 

pick of the litter Of the second-gen F-series trucks, the 1956 
is by far the most desirable. Its one-year-only styling, particularly 
its wraparound windshield with vertical pillars, is instantly 
identifiable. Also, it was the first year for the 12-volt electrical 
system. As a result, a ’56 will carry a 10 to 20 percent premium.

collectible,” said no truck buyer, ever. So over the years, 
despite my appreciation for Effies, I never found an example 
that wasn’t hot-rodded beyond recognition, “restored” with no 
regard to authenticity, or simply treated like a work truck for 
60 years.

Until, that is, I stumbled upon this unrestored 1955 F-100 
Custom Cab at a local car show and swap meet. It still had its 
factory powertrain—a 239-cubic-inch Y-block V-8 paired to a 
column-shift three-speed manual transmission with optional 
factory overdrive (a superslick unit, functioning on all gears, 
with a nifty freewheel feature). The unrestored interior was 
flawless. But it had a big plus above all that: Its paint, also 
original, was Mountain green, a dead ringer for my wife’s 
favorite color. And her birthday was the next day. So, can you 
guess my excuse for dragging this sweet old F-100 home? ■

Colin Comer is R&T’s resident vintage-car buff. His wife has since 
mentioned her new favorite color is McLaren orange. 
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o borrow an old line about racing drivers, there 
are three kinds: Those who have crashed, those 
who will crash, and those who are crashing right 
now. It happens. Set out to chase limits on track, 
and eventually you’ll find them. But repairing 

your psyche afterward can be harder than ironing out the 
sheetmetal. 

“I certainly don’t begrudge people that have their first big 
one who think, Wow, I thought this was all fun and games, and 
decide not to do it anymore,” allows sports-car racing legend 
Tommy Kendall. 

He would know. In 1991, Kendall crashed a GTP prototype at 
Watkins Glen, one of the nastiest shunts in modern IMSA his-
tory. Less than 18 months later, he was on the way to his fourth 
series championship. The first step to getting your confidence 
back after a wreck, he says, is to identify which limit you’ve hit. 
Was there a mechanical failure, or did you mess up?

In the former case, start by asking how. Inspect the source, 
get intimate with nuts and bolts. Past that, acknowledge and 
accept the risk inherent to racing at any level.

“If it’s a mechanical [crash], you’ve got to figure out: Is this 
something I can live with? Basically, decide if you want to be 
doing this.”

Packing one up of your own volition is more complicated. 
Here, Kendall says to start by owning it, then ask why.

“For the amateur that’s aspiring and working on getting fast-
er, don’t be too hard on yourself. But also don’t delude yourself. 

Be real honest with what happened. Sometimes, earlier in your 
career, you don’t even know what exactly went wrong. That’s the 
hard part. Those are tough to recover from.”

Kendall recommends a mental “reset.” Pinpoint what caused 
you to wreck—a hitch in technique, lapse of focus, getting ahead 
of your skis—to keep things manageable. Self-doubt is healthy, 
so long as it’s contained and leveraged into improving. 

Dr. Shaun Tyrance, a consulting sports psychologist formerly 
with Chip Ganassi Racing, concurs. “The fastest drivers I’ve 
worked with, from the lower ranks right up through NASCAR 
Sprint Cup, they compartmentalize.” 

“Once you’ve got the area that caused the problem,” says 
Kendall, “build back up to it, then cross through that area.” Let 
the other stuff come naturally.

“Some guys have unshakable confidence. That was not the 
case with me,” he admits. “I always snuck up on things: Go a 
bit, then analyze and think about it. Go, analyze, think. That’s 
how you get faster. And, for me, how I got back in the groove 
after a crash.”

Kendall thinks heading back on the racetrack quickly is 
probably better. Again, Tyrance agrees. Eventually, you’ll stop 
“driving not to crash” and feel comfortable pushing again. 
If breaking through presents a real challenge, try turning 
some laps in a slower car, something easy to manhandle. Start 
rebuilding confidence, and recommit. 

“Learn what you can from it,” Kendall says, “then let the  
rest go.” —MAX PRINCE

BACK ON THE HORSE
GETTING YOUR MIND R IGHT A FTER THE BIG ONE.
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DISSECTED

DIFFERENT STROKES

he quest for efficient internal combustion has given 
us turbocharging, port and direct injection, Atkin-
son-cycle operation, variable valve timing, and indi-
vidual cylinder ignition timing. Infiniti’s VC-Turbo 

2.0-liter has all of those, plus something new: variable compres-
sion. Set to debut in 2018 models, the engine uses an articulated 
multilink system to continuously change the compression ratio, 
anywhere from 8.0:1 to 14.0:1. The key is a quadrilateral plate [1] 
that surrounds—and rotates with—the crankshaft. Attached to 
this plate are two links. The upper link [2] joins the piston, like a 

normal connecting rod; the lower link [3] runs to a control shaft 
[4]. A computer-controlled actuator assembly [5] rotates the 
shaft, pushing up or tugging down on the lower link. Since upper 
and lower links are connected to the plate, the lower link shifts the 
upper link with it. And, as that upper link moves, so does the pis-
ton’s top-dead-center position, effectively altering compression 
ratio. Tilting the control shaft in one direction drops top dead cen-
ter, which lowers the compression ratio, ideal for high boost pres-
sure and better power; the opposite motion raises the compres-
sion ratio, delivering maximum efficiency during steady cruising.

INFINITI A RTICULATES ITS CA SE FOR VA R I A BLE COMPR ESSION.
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Bob Lutz has been The Man at several 

car companies. Ask him about cars, the 

auto industry, or life in general.

I’ve been keenly watching Korean 
automakers—especially Hyundai—for at  

least 30 years. Their fortunes were mixed:  
Early Korean cars were cheap but terrible.

SsangYong is too small to matter. Today, 

the Korean auto industry is essentially 

Hyundai-Kia, a global powerhouse driv-

en by brilliant design.

I was working at GM during the Dae-

woo takeover. They were doing a lot 

of things better and smarter than we 

were. Their die-making process, for in-

stance, was outstanding. At the time, 

U.S. industry preproduction prototypes 

were usually rough approximations: 

“We’ll get the correct fits later.” We got 

prototypes faster and cheaper than the 

Koreans, but they were of limited use-

fulness. With succeeding iterations, 

dimensions changed, so suppliers of in-

terior trim, moldings, glass, seals, etc., 

were forever chasing the latest “body 

math” and were always one genera-

tion behind. This goes a long way 

toward explaining poor fits on 

U.S.-produced vehicles of that 

time. The Koreans’ initial 

prototypes, on the other 

hand, were carefully made 

to be dimensionally identi-

cal to production-intent cars. 

Their up-front investment in 

perfect prototypes avoided waste 

and saved time and countless dollars. 

We sent many teams over to learn that 

process, which marked a major turning 

point in the production quality of GM’s 

vehicles worldwide.

Compared with the Japanese, the Ko-

reans were less draconian in protecting 

their domestic market from imports, so 

they faced competitive reality. They also 

encouraged foreign investment, such 

as Ford’s interest in Kia in the 1980s. 

Aside from early missteps, the Korean 

automakers have shown amazing skill 

in adapting to the needs and wants of a 

global market.

Japanese executives, in my experience, 

often get tangled up in history, tradition, 

and the supposed superiority of their 

culture, but I’ve found Korean leaders to 

be bold, tough, gregarious, and open to 

new ideas. This is in stark contrast to the 

banks of stone-faced Japanese execs at 

intercompany meetings, where little was 

ever said or accomplished. The Koreans 

are not hung up on their culture: They 

hire the best, Korean or not. It’s their 

strength. They accept risk. They are also 

stern taskmasters: It might not be fun 

to work at Hyundai-Kia, but the success 

speaks for itself.

The turning point for Hyundai-Kia 

came with the dramatic new design di-

rection ushered in primarily by VW/

Audi veteran Peter Schreyer. Rather 

than adopting a safe, design-follower 

strategy, the company repeatedly sur-

prised the world with standout sedans 

and crossovers. They are today the glob-

al leaders in high-volume vehicle design. 

Coupled with outstanding reliability, it’s 

a hard strategy to beat.

As for Genesis, Hyundai’s new stand-

alone luxury brand, its initial cars are 

well executed but unnecessarily conser-

vative. In the remaining 20 years or so 

of the auto industry as we know and love 

it, Hyundai lacks the time to establish 

Genesis as a credible luxury competitor. 

Besides, it launched with only sedans. 

Maybe something to compete with the 

Porsche Cayenne would be more suc-

cessful. ■

Art and Seoul
HOW THE KOREANS CAUGHT UP.

Later, they became reliable but dull 

reminders of low-end Japanese cars. 

Daewoo failed and was absorbed by 

General Motors. Hyundai acquired Kia. 
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